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The parameterization of order-sorted algebraic specification is studied systematically b  
following the notion of order-sorted algebraic specification by Smolka, Nutt, Goguen, and 
Meseguer. Some notions of parameterized specification a d parameter passing are introduced 
and justified in this context. Especially, we introduce a notion of coordinate parameter 
passing, which relates different actualizations of one parameterized specification in the very 
spirit of the order-sorted algebraic specifications. The semantics of coordinate parameter 
passing is proved to protect he semantics of each single actualization. © 1994 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Specifications by many-sorted algebras have become one of the main lines 
for data type specifications ince this approach was proposed by Guttag [,17] 
and Goguen, Thatcher, and Wagner [16] (cf. also [9]). To model subtype 
polymorphism in data type specifications, Goguen [,12], Gogolla [-11 ], Smolka, 
Nutt, Goguen, and Meseguer [-26], Goguen and Meseguer ]-14, 15] have extended 
many-sorted algebras to order-sorted algebras with the follwing two new features: 
(i) A partial ordering over the sorts is introduced, which is interpreted as the 
subset relation; 
(ii) A function symbol may be declared several times with different sorts, and 
all declarations of the same function symbol are interpreted as declarations of func- 
tions that are consistent in some sense. 
The difference between these approaches lies in the way to define the conistency. 
Smolka, Nutt, Goguen, and Meseguer [26] defined the consistency in the following 
way: 
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A function is only determined by its name. A declaration, which associates a
function name with some sort information, only refers to a restricted instance 
of the function 
One all-pervasive concern in computing science is modularity. In the context of 
data specification, modules are thought of as "independent pieces of specifications." 
To achieve modularity, parameterization was suggested as an operation to build 
complex modules from simpler ones. A module may be given by a so-called 
parameterized specification, which is a specification with a sub-specification as the 
formal parameter. A new specification will be created each time when the formal 
parameter is replaced by an actual specification (cf. [3, 4, 6, 8]). Qian [-23] and 
Poign6 [-223 considered parameterization for order-sorted specifications by Goguen 
and Meseguer [-14, 15]. 
The present paper considers parameterization for order-sorted specifications by 
Smolka, Nutt, Goguen, and Meseguer [-26]. Function symbols in a parameterized 
specification are distinguished into two classes, which are dependent or independent 
of the formal parameter. Here our understanding of function symbols that are 
independent of the formal parameter is a generalization of that in [26]: 
A function independent of the formal parameter is only determined by its 
name. A declaration, which associates a function name with some sort 
scheme, refers to a parameterized restricted instance of the function. 
A sort scheme is a sort expression possibly containing some sorts in the formal 
parameter. A declaration with a sort scheme should intuitively refer to a restricted 
function instance, whose domain and range may be parameterized. According to 
this understanding, all concrete restricted instances denoted by a parameterized 
restricted instance are restricted instances of the same function. This understanding 
strictly generalizes that of [26]: if a declaration has a sort scheme containing no 
sort parameters, then it simply refer to a (concrete) restricted function instance. 
Consider the specifications of Fig. 1, where ELEM is a formal parameter and 
L IST(ELEM)  is a parameteried specification. According to our understanding of
functions, the name nil represents the empty-list element, denoted by e, and cons 
represents the concatenation of lists, denoted by #,  which, for an element and a 
list, yields a result of concatenating the element to the list. The declaration 
nil: --+ List refers to a restriced instance of e, the declaration cons: Elem x List --* List 
to a parameterized restricted instance of #,  where a concrete restricted instance of 
# is created whenever the sort parameter Elem is replaced by a concrete sort. 
spee ELEM is spee LIST(ELEM) is 
sorts Elem sorts Elem, List 
opns nil: -~ List 
cons: Elem × List ~ List 
FIGURE 1 
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Let NAT be a specification containing a sort Nat for the set of natural numbers. 
In an actualization L IST(NAT)  with Elem being replaced by Nat, the declaration 
nil: ~ List refers to the empty-list e, and the declaration cons: Nat × List ~ List to 
the concatenation of lists of natural numbers, a concrete restricted instance of #.  
Let INT  be a specification containing a sort Int for the set of integers. In an 
actualization L IST( INT)  with Elem being replaced by Int, the declaration 
nil: ~ List refers to the empty-list ~, and the declaration cons: Int × List ~ List to the 
concatenation of lists of integers, a concrete restricted instance of #.  
Now, nil: ~ List in L IST(NAT)  and L IST( INT)  refer to the same empty-list ~, 
and cons: Nat x List ~ List and cons: Int × List --* List to two restricted instances of 
#.  Thus they should behave the same for the list of natural numbers, provided that 
all natural numbers in Nat are integers in Int. 
One may have noted that the approach here is essentially different from the 
existing approaches by Burstall and Goguen [3, 4], Ehrich [6], Ehrig, Kreowski, 
Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright [8], where the functions in different actualizations 
of a parameterized specification are unrelated, and the sorts in different actualiza- 
tions are thought of as representing disjoint sets. In order to achieve what we want, 
their notions of parameterized specification and parameter passing will be extended 
so to allow different actualizations to be shared as much as possible. The key is to 
extend the notion of standard parameter passing to a notion of coordinate 
parameter passing. In addition, parameterization for specifications with partially 
ordered sort structures are considered. Note that theoretically it is enough to con- 
sider order-sorted specifications with quasi-ordered sort structures. But, specifica- 
tions with partially ordered sort structures can be implemented more efficiently, 
since two sorts are equiavalent if and only if they are denoted by the same name. 
Section 2 presents a slight revision of the notion of order-sorted algebra in [26]. 
Section 3 introduces our notions informally, gives some motivating examples, and 
summarizes the results of this paper. Parameterized order-sorted specifications are 
studied in Section 4. Section 5 extends some standard notions in the category 
theory and reviews the notion of standard parameter passing. A notion of coor- 
dinate parameter passing is introduced in Section 5 for parameter passing of 
specifications allowing quasi-ordered sort structures. Section6 considers the 
parameter passing of specifications with only partially ordered sort structures. 
Section 7 concludes and discusses some future directions. This paper is revised 
version of a part of [24]. 
2. ORDER-SORTED ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS 
In this section, we review the notions and results in [26] and revise some of them 
for our purposes. Proofs are omitted if they are direct or standard (cf., e.g., [26, 14, 
15]). Let us consider some examples to see the expressiveness of order-sorted 
equational logic. 
The first example is the specification NA T INT  in Fig. 2, which specifies the sets 
of integers and natural numbers, represented by Nat and Int (resp., the sort Nat is 
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spec NATINT is 
sorts Nat < Int 
opns O: -* Nat 
suet: Nat  -~ Nat  
succ: Int --* Int 
pred'. Int -~ Int 
eqns X: Int 
succ(pred(X))  = X 
pred(succ(X))  = X 
FIGURE 2 
declared as a subsort of Int by Nat < Int). Semantically, Nat is a subset of Int. The 
function declared by succ: Int ~ Int always induces a function with domain Nat, 
which behaves the same as the one declared by succ: Nat ~ Nat. In fact, suce: 
Nat ~ Nat and succ: Int --* Int refer to restricted instances of the same function. 
The second example is the specification COMPNATL IST  in Fig. 3, which 
specifies a set of lists and a set of non-empty lists of natural numbers. The specifica- 
tion COMPNATL IST  has the specification NATINT  in the above as a sub- 
specification. The sort Nat has already been specified in NA TINT. The sort NeList 
denotes the sort of non-empty lists, and List of all lists of natural numbers with 
NeList being a subsort of List. Semantically, each non-empty list in NeList is a list 
in List. The partial functions head and tail on List, which are not defined on the 
empty list, are specified as total functions on NeList. 
To abbreviate the texts, specifications are allowed to "include" sub-specifications 
as syntactical abbreviations: The specifications have the same meaning as the one 
obtained by replacing the subspecification names by their bodies, where variables 
may be renamed to avoid name conflicts. 
2.1. Syntax 
We use s, r to denote sort symbols (short: sorts), w sort strings, and [w[ the length 
of w. Let S be a set of sorts. Then S* denotes the set of all strings of sorts in S. 
Define S. Define S + :=S* - {2}. 
spec COMPNATLIST is 
NA T INT  + 
sorts NeList < List 
opns nil: --* List 
cons:Nat × List ~ NeList  
head: NeListNat  
tail: NeList  ~ List 
eqns N : Nat, L : List 
head(cons(N, L) )  = N 
tail(cons(N, L) )  = L 
FIGURE 3 
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A subsort declaration, also called a subsort relation, is an arbitrary binary relation 
on S, denoted by <.  A subsort ordering <., also denoted as < *, is the least quasi- 
ordering on S induced by <.  The subsort ordering is extended componentwise to 
strings of sorts. 
We use f, g, possibly with super- and subscripts, to denote function symbols. 
A function declaration has the form f: w ~ s with w ~ S* and s e S. w is called the 
domain sort string and s is the range sort. 
A signature SIG = (S, <, F) consists of a set S of sorts, a subsort declaration < 
on S and a set of function declarations F such that ]w[=lw'L for f ' .w~s ,  
f ' .w '~s '~F .  We define I F l={f l f :w- - , ssF} .  We may use F to denote IFL if 
no ambiguity is possible. For  f: w ~ s~F, we call Iwl the arity of f  and denote it 
as If l .  
A function symbol f s  IF] is called multiply declared (or overloaded) if f :  w ~s ,  
)q w' ~ s' ~ F with w ~ s ¢ w' ~ s'. Multiply declared function symbols must satisfy 
that if f :  w --+ s, f." w' ~ s' e F then [w[ = Iw'l. This is due to the consistency for order- 
sorted algebra (see Section 1), since the function symbol f represents a unique func- 
tion and each declaration f :  w ~ s refers to a restricted instance of this function. 
Declarations of the same function symbol with different arities cannot refer to the 
restricted instances of the same function. For example, the addition operation 
+ : Int x Int --* Int and the plus sign + : Int ~ Int cannot be declared in one 
specification. 
We use x, y, z to denote variables. Every variable x comes with a sort s, denoted 
as  X'S .  
Let X be a set of variables. A SlG(X)-term t of sort r E S, denoted as t : r, is either 
(i) a variable x or sort r, or 
(ii) of the form f ( t l ,  ..., tn), where f:  s l . . .  s, ~ r ~ F and ti is a term of the 
sort si for i = 1 ..... n, or 
(iii) a term of some sort s with s <~ r. 
We use t, u, v, possibly with super- and subscripts, to denote terms: 
A SIG(X)-term is said to be ground if it contains no variables. 
A SIG(X)-equation is a formula of the following form VXu = v, where u, v are 
SIG(X)-terms. 
A specification SP = (SIG, E) is a pair consisting of a signature SIG and a set E 
of SIG(X)-equations for some set of variables X. We may write SP = (S, < ,  F, E) 
if SIG = (S, < ,  F). 
2.2. Semantics 
We fix a signature SIG = (S, <, F) in this section. A SIG-algebra A consists of 
denotations s ~ and f~ for every sort symbol s ~ S and every function symbol f~  F 
such that 
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(i) s A is a set such that if s < r then sA~ r A, 
(ii) C A := ~s sA is called a carrierset of A, 
(iii) fA is partial ]f[-ary function on C A such that 
A - -*seE} • dorn( fA)=~ {sAx . . .  XSnI f ' . s I . . .S  n 
• fA (as , . . . ,a , )esA  fo r f ' . s l . . . s ,~seF ,  aeesi  A, i=1  ..... n. 
A for A × A We may write ss . . . sn  s 1 x ... s, .  
Note that the carrierset C A is uniquely determined by the denotations of sort 
symbols. A function symbol corresponds to a unique denotation, although there 
may be several declarations of the same function symbol in the signature. Each 
declaration corresponds to a restricted instance of the denotation. 
The definition here is slightly different from the definition of order-sorted algebra 
in [26]. We require that the domain dom(f  A) of the denotation fA  for a function 
A with f: s l" '"  s, ~ s e F, whereas symbol fe  IF[ be the exact union of all ss . . . s ,
dom( f  A) is only required to include s l " - s  A for each j2 Slx ... x s, ~ s ~ F in [26]. 
Our definition eases the construction of order-sorted algebras, which is essential in 
the sequel. 
Let A and B be SIG-algebras. A SIG-homomorphism h: A ~ B is a mapping 
C A ~ C B such that 
(i) h(sA)~s B for every sort seS ,  
(ii) h(fA(as .... , a,)) =fS(h(as)  ..... h(a,))  for every function symbol feE  and 
(a s .... , a,) edom(fA) .  
A S IG-homomorphism h: A ~B is called a SIG-isomorphism if the inverse 
mapping h-S: CB ~ C A of h is a SIG-homomorphism h: B ~ A. Two SIG-algebras 
A and B are said to be SIG-isomorphic, denoted by A-~B, if there exists a 
SIG-isomorphism from one to the other. 
Note that a bijective SIG-homomorphism h: A-- ,  B is not necessarily a SIG- 
isomorophism, since the bijective mapping h: C A ~ C B does not necessarily imply 
h-l(s ~) ~_s A. 
A SIG-homomorphism h :A~B is said to be a covering if h(sA)=s  B for every 
sort s e S. 
LEMMA 2.1. An injective SIG-homomorphism h: A ~ B is a SIG-isomorphism if  
and only i f  it is a covering. 
Proof  The "only if" case is obvious. We only prove the "if" case. Let h: A ~ B 
be an injective SIG-homomorphism and a covering. Then we have h-S(s  B) =s  A for 
every sort symbol s e S, where h-S: C B _~ C A is the inverse mapping of h: C A ~ C B. 
Let feF  and (as a , )edom(fB) .  Then we have a ies  B i=1 ,  n, and 
f." Sl ' - -s , - -*  s e F. By the definition of covering, we have h- l (a i )es{ ,  i= 1 ..... n, 
and (h -S (a l ) , . . . ,h - l (a ,  edom(fA) .  Since h:A~B is a SIG-homomorphism, 
fA(h-S(as) ,  ..., h -S (a , ) )e  C A, we have 
h(fA(h-S(as) ,  ..., h -~(a , ) ) )=f ' (h (h -S (a l ) )  ..... h(h S(a, ) ) )=fB(a s ..... a,). 
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Thus, h-~(f~(a 1 ..... an)) = h- l (h( fA(h- l (a l )  ..... h 1(an))) = fA(h-l(al) , . . . ,  
h-l(an)). Hence, h -1 is a SIG-homomorphism. Thus, h is a SIG-isomorphism. | 
The definition here is analogous to the definition of homomorphsim in the many- 
sorted case. An additional condition h(dom(fA))%dom(f ~) used in the definition 
in [26] is not necessary here, since it holds automatically. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A and B be SIG-algebras, and h: A -o B a SIG-homomorphism. 
Then 
h( dom(f A ) ) ~ dom(f 8) 
for every function symbol f ~ F. 
Proof By definition, we have 
d°m(f  A) = U {s'~ x A . • . .  XSn l f : s~X ... xs ,~s6F}  
~s~F}. dom(fA)=U {s fx  ... xs ,  l f : s lx  ... xs ,  
Since h(s "~) ~_ s B for every sort symbol s ~ S, h(dom(f'~)) ~dom(f~). | 
PROPOSITION 2.3. All SIG-algebras together with their SIG-homomorphisms com- 
prise a catagory. We denote this category by Alg(SIG). 
A SIG-algebra is called a term SIG(X)-algebra, denoted by T(SIG, X) if it is 
defined as follows: 
(i) s r(sI~'x) := {tit  is a SIG(X)-term of sort s~S} 
(ii) dom(f T(srG'x)) := U {wr(SIG'x)]f ". w ~ s~F} 
(iii) fr(sza'x)(tl ..... t,) =f( t  I ..... t,) for (tx ..... t ,)~dom(fA). 
For a SIG-algebra A, a SIG-assignment ass: X~A is a mapping ass: X~C A 
such that ass(x)~s A if x:s .  A SIG-assignment can be extended uniquely into a 
SIG-homomorphism ass: T( SIG, X) ~ A by additionally requiring ass(f (tl .... , t,) ) = 
ass(fr(sIa, x)(tl, ..., t , ) )= fA(ass(tl), ..., ass(t,)). This is implied by the following 
theorem, whose proof is similar to a corresponding result in [26]. 
THEOREM 2.4. T(SIG, X) is free over category Alg(SIG), i.e., T(SP, X)~ 
Alg(SIG) and there is a SIG-assignment u :X~ T(SIG, X) such that for every 
SIG-assignment q: X~A with A EAIg(SIG) there is a unique SIG-hornomorphism 
h: T(SIG, X) ~ A such that u o h = O. 
If A is a term SIG(Y)-algebra T(SIG, Y) for another set of variables Y, then ass 
is called a substitution T(SIG, X)--+ T(SIG, Y). We often denote substitutions by 
a, O. A SIG(Y)-term t is an instance of a SIG(X)-term u if there exists a substitution 
~: T(SIG, X) ~ T(SIG, Y) such that a(u) = t. 
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The value ass(t) of an extended assignment ass: T(SIG, X )~ A on a ground 
SIG(X)-term t is independent from the mapping ass: X~A.  So, we can denote 
tA=ass(t) for each ground SIG(X)-term. t. A SIG-algebra A is called term- 
generated if for each a ~ C A, there is a ground SIG(X)-term t with t A = a. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. All term-generated SIG(X)-algebras, together with their 
SIG(X)-homomorphisms, comprise a category. We denote this category by Gen(SIG). 
A SIG(X)-term algebra T(SIG, ~)  can be denoted as T(SIG). The following is 
a corollary of Theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.6. T(SIG) is initial in Alg(SIG) and in Gen(SIG). 
A SIG(X)-equation VXu= v is said to be satisfied in a SIG-algebra A if 
ass(u) = ass(v) for every assignment ass: X~ A. A SIG( Y)-equation A Y u '= v' is an 
instance of the above SIG(X)-equation if there exists a substitution a:X~ 
T(SIG(Y) such that ~r(u)=u' and o-(v) = v'. 
Let SP = (SIG, E) be a specification. A SIG-algebra A is an SP-algebra if every 
SIG(X)-equation in E is satisfied in A. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. All SP-algebras, together with their SIG-homomorphisms, 
comprise a category. All term-generated SP-algebras, together with their SIG- 
homomorphisms, also comprise a category. 
We denote the category of all SP-algebras by Alg(SP) and that of term-generated 
SP-algebras by Gen(SP). 
Let A be a SIG-algebra. An equivalence relation ~ on C A is called a congruence 
on A i f fA(a l  ..... a,) ~,,fA(bl, ..., bn) whenever al ~ bl .... , an ~ bn for f.' w ~ s ~ F and 
(al, ..., an), (bl ..... bn) E dom(fA). 
We use T(SP, X) to denote the quotient of the T(SIG, X) w.r.t, the smallest 
congruence containing all instances of E. The following theorem can be proved in 
a similar way as a corresponding one in [26].  
TrmOREM 2.8. T(SP, X) is free in Alg(SP), i.e. T(SP, X) ~ Alg(SP) and there is 
a SIG-assignment u: X~ T(SP, X) such that for every SIG-assignment O: X~ A with 
A~Alg(SP) there is a unique SIG-homomorphism h: T(SP, X )~A such that 
uoh=O. 
COROLLARY 2.9. T(SP, ~)  is initial in Alg(SP) and Gen(SP). 
3. INFORMAL INTRODUCTION TO ORDER-SORTED PARAMETERIZATION 
In the notation of [8] ,  a parameterized specification (FSP, TSP) is, roughly 
speaking, a specification TSP, called target specification, which componentwise 
includes another specification FSP, called formal parameter. To actualize a 
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FSP  ~_ TSP  
ASP  ~_ VSP  
FIGURE 4 
parameterized specification, we replace the formal parameter FSP by a specification 
ASP, called actual parameter, and form a new specification VSP, called value 
specification. The mechanism of actualization is called parameter passing and can be 
illustrated as in Fig. 4, where h: FSP ~ ASP is a mapping from the components of 
FSP to those of ASP, called a parameter passing morphism, which indicates the 
replacement of components of FSP by those of ASP; h': TSP ~ VSP is a mapping 
from the components of TSP to those VSP, called an induced passing morphism, 
which includes the correspondence h and indicates additionally the correspondence 
between components in TSP-FSP  and the newly generated ones in VSP. 
We will also use a "function application" notation for parameterized specifica- 
tion, so that (FSP, TSP) may also be represented by TSP(FSP). Similarly, the 
value specification VSP may also represented by TSP(h), or TSP(ASP) if 
h: FSP~ ASP is clear from the context. Note that TSP(FSP) represents the 
parameterized specification, which is a pair (FSP, TSP) with FSP~_TSP, 
while TSP(h) or TSP(ASP) represents the value specification, which is a single 
specification. 
We call the componentwise difference TSP-FSP  the body. A component (sort 
or function symbol) in FSP (ASP or TSP-  FSP) is called a formal (actual or body) 
component. A component in the componentwise difference VSP-ASP  is called a 
value component. Note that value components are the components in VSP newly 
generated from body components in TSP-  FSP. 
As in [6, 8], we consider the strongly persistent free functor G: Alg(FSP) -4 
AIg(TSP) to be the semantics of a parameterized specification (FSP, TSP). A functor 
G: Alg( FSP ) --* Alg( TSP ) is a mapping yielding a rSP-algebra G( A ) ~ Alg( TSP ) for 
every given FSP-algebra A eAlg(FSP). A mapping V: AIg(TSP) ~ Alg(FSP) is 
called aforgetfuIfunctor if it yields the FSP-part of every TSP-algebra in Alg(TSP). 
A strongly persistent free functor G:Alg(FSP)~Alg(TSP) satisfies V(G(A))=A 
for the forgetful functor V:AIg(TSP)~AIg(FSP). We call a parameterized 
specification strongly persistent if it has a strongly persistent free functor. 
3.1. Some Examples 
Let us consider a few examples to see the ideas in carrying the above approach 
of parameterization to the approach of order-sorted algebraic specifications in 
[26]. The first example is illustrated in Fig. 5, where LIST(ELEM) is a 
parameterized specification, INT is an actual parameter, and h is a parameter 
passing mapping satisfying h(Elem) = Int. The parameterized specification 
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spec ELEM is 
sorts Elem 
spec INT is 
sorts Int 
opns O: -~ Int 
succ: Int --+ Int 
pred'. Int --* Int 
eqns X: Int 
succ(pred(X)  ) = X 
pred(succ( X)  ) = X 
spee LIST is 
sorts Elem, L ist  
opns nil: --* L ist  
cons: Elem x L ist  --* L ist  
h, l
spec INTLIST is 
sorts Int, L ist  
opns O: ~ Int 
succ: Int ~ Int 
pred: Int ~ Int 
nil: ~ L ist  
cons: Int x L ist  ~ List  
eqns X: Int 
succ(pred( X)  ) = X 
pred( succ( J() ) = X 
FIGURE 5 
LIST(ELEM) gives a construction of lists List by elements in Elem in the formal 
parameter ELEM. By replacing Elem by a sort Int of integers in INT w.r.t, h, a 
value specification INTL IST=LIST(h)  containing a set of lists of integers is 
generated with an induced passing mapping h' satisfying 
h'(Elern) = Int, h'(List) = List, h'(nil) = nil, h'(cons) = cons. 
Qian [24] and Poign6 [22] noted that the naive extension of notions of 
parameterization in E8] to order-sorted specifications in [-14] may cause problems. 
As an example, consider the parameterization in Fig. 6, where h and h' are the 
inclusion mappings. The problem is with the overloaded function symbols: + in 
TARa represents the boolean disjunction satisfying 1 + 1 = 1, whereas + in ACT1 
is the addition modulo 2 on digits 0 and 1 satisfying 1 + 1 = 0. By parameter 
passing, the addition +:B i txB i t~Bi t  in ACTa is passed to the declaration 
+:BitxBit--*Bit in FORt, which is extended with the boolean disjunction 
+:Bool x Bool--, Bool in TARa. The definitions of the boolean disjunction and the 
addition in VAL1 interfere with each other, since they are specified on the same 
elements 0 and 1 in Bool and Bit. From a proof-theoretical point of view, the 
problem is that 0--1 can be derived in value specification VALa, but not in the 
target specification TAR1, nor in the actual specification ACTN. 
By a more careful analysis of the Fig. 6, one can see that the semantic algebra of 
the actual parameter is affected while passing the actual parameter to the formal 
one. As we will see later, if we define the semantics of a parameterized specification 
TSP(FSP) to be a mapping G: Alg(FSP)~ Alg(TSP), which yields a TSP-algebra 
for every ASP-algebra, then the above phenomenon means that G is not strongly 
persistent in that V(G(A))¢A for some AeAlg(FSP), where V:Alg(TSP)~ 
Alg(FSP) is the forgetful functor obtaining the FSP-part of each TSP-algebra in 
AIg(TSP). 
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spee FOR1 is 
sorts Bool,  Bit  
opns O, 1: ~ Bool 
+ : Bit  × Bit  ~ Bit  
h i 
spec ACT 1 is 
sorts Bool,  Bit  
opns O, 1: --+ Bool  
O, l: ~ Bi t  





spec TAR 1 is 
sorts Bool, Bit  
opns O, 1: ~ Bool  
+ : B i t  × Bit  -~ Bit 





spee VAL 1 is 
sorts Bool,  Bit  
opns 0, 1: ~Boo l  
O, 1: ~ Bit  
+ : Bit  x Bit  ~ Bit  







If we take a FORl-algebra A with Bool A = {0, 1 }, Bit A = {0, 1 } and + A the addi- 
tion modulo 2 satisfying 1 +A 1 = 0, then every TARl-algebra B such that V(B) = A 
for the forgetful functor V: Alg(TARa)~Alg(FORa) satisfies 1 +"1  =0. However, 
by the equation 1 + 1= 1 in TARa, we must have 1 +"  1 = 1 and thus 0= 1 in B. 
Hence, V(B) ¢ A, a contradiction. 
In order to avoid the non-persistency as above, a parameterized specification 
TSP(FSP) will be required to satisfy IFF] ~ ITF -FF I  =~,  where FSP= 
(FS, >, FF) and TSP = (TS, >, TF); i.e., a function symbol of the parameter must 
not be declared in the body. 
spec FOR2 is spec TAR 2 is 
sorts s, s' ~ sorts s < s' 
spee ACT2 is spee VALa is 
sorts Nat,  Boo l  sorts Nat  < Boo l  
opns O: -~ Nat  ~ opns O: -~ Nat  
succ: Nat  ~ Nat  suec: Nat  -* Nat  
true: ~ Boo l  true: ~ Bool  
false: ~ Boo l  false: -~ Boo l  
F~aum~ 7 
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Now we consider a problem with parameterization for specifications with subsort 
relations, as illustrated in Fig. 7, where h(s)= Nat and h(s')= Bool. The problem 
lies in the fact that for s, s' in FOR2 the relation s < s' holds in TAR2, but not in 
FOR2; i.e., every element of s is an element of s' in TAR2, but the same may not 
be true in FOR2, nor in ACT2. By h(s) = Nat and h(s') = Bool, Nat < Bool can be 
derived in VAL2, which means that all natural numbers of Nat are elements of 
Bool. Thus the semantics of ACT2 is affected. 
The problem can be again reduced to the strong persistency problem. Just take 
an arbitrary FORz-algebra A such that sA_~ s 'A does not hold. Strong persistency 
requires that every TAR2-algebra B obtained from A satisfies V(B)=A for the 
forgetful functor V:Alg(TAR2) ~ Alg(FOR2), and thus satisfies s B___ s 'B. Hence, 
there is no strongly persistent mapping Alg(FOR2)~ Alg(TAR2). 
In order to avoid the second kind of non-persistency, a parameterized specifica- 
tion (FSP, TSP) will be required to satisfy that for every s, r eFS, where 
FSP = (FS, >, FF), if s ~< r in TSP then s ~< r in FSP. In other words, no additional 
subsort relation among formal sorts can be introduced in the body. 
3.2. The Main Result of This Paper 
Compared with the work by Qian [89] and Poign6 [90], this paper reconsiders 
the notions and restrictions concerning the syntax and semantics of parameterized 
specification according to [8] in the context of order-sorted algebras as proposed 
in [-26]. Only parameterized specifications that have a strongly persistent semantics 
are considered. 
More concretely, a new sytax of parameter passing, called coordinate parameter 
passing, is presented, which relates value specifications yielded by single actualiza- 
tions of the same parameterized specification. A function symbol f in a 
parameterized specification is said to be parameter-dependent if i is a formal func- 
tion symbol or there is an equation VJ(s = t in the parameterized specification that 
contains f and another parameter-dependent fu ction symbol; otherwise f is called 
parameter-independent. Roughly speaking, coordinate parameter passing is a pro- 
cess that constructs the union of all value specifications of a parameterized 
specification, identifies all value function symbols generated from the same 
parameter-independent body function symbol and extends the subsorting relation 
by relating value sorts generated from the same body sort monotonically w.r.t, the 
functions (or constructors) to the value sorts. Identification of the value function 
symbols correpsonding to the same body function symbol means to regard the 
value functions as restricted instances of one body function. 
The semantics of coordinate parameter passing is based on a kind of construction 
of algebras. In order to ensure the preservation of semantics of actual parameter 
specification, parameterized specifications have to be specification embeddings, 
which means that a function symbol of the formal parameter must not be declared 
in the body and no additional subsort relation among formal sorts can be 
introduced in the body. 
571/49/3-15 
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If the sort structures in specifications should be required to be partially ordered, 
then sorts that are equivalent under the subsort relation after an actualization may 
have to be identified. For doing this, parameterized specifications need to be 
required to be parameter complete, which means that the parameterized specifica- 
tion contains no subsort relation from a body sort to a formal parameter sort. 
The syntactical restrictions of specification embedding and parameter completeness 
do not seem to be any hindrance in practice, since, first, most strongly persistent 
parameterized specifications in practice satisfy these two restrictions; econd, every 
strongly persistent parameterized specification ot satisfying these restrictions can 
be replaced by an equivalent strongly persistent parameterized specification 
satisfying these restrictions. 
4. PARAMETERIZED ORDER-SORTED SPECIFICATIONS 
In this section, the notion of parameterized specification in [-8, 27, 9] are 
formally extended to parameterized order-sorted specifications. First, some basic 
notions of universal algebra and category theory are briefly reviewed. For more 
details see [5, 183. 
4.1. Specification Morphisms 
We fix two signatures SIG--(S,  <, F) and SIG1--($1, < 1, F1). The signature 
($1, < 1, F1) may also be written as ($1, <, F1) if no ambiguity is possible. 
4.4.1. Signature Morphisms 
A signature morphism h: SIG ~ SIGa is a union of mappings h: (S, < ) ~ ($1 < ) 
and h: [FI ~ [Fll satisfying the following two conditions: 
• s ~< r implies h(s) <<. h(r) for all s, r e S (ordering preservation) 
• f." w ~ s e F implies h(f): h(w) ~ h(s) ~ F1 (function preservation), 
where h is extended to the strings of symbols in the usual way. We define 
h(V) := {h(f): h(w) --+ h(s) l f: w ~ s ~ F}. 
This definition strictly generalizes the definition of many-sorted signature 
morphism in [8, 27, 9]. A many-sorted signature has an empty subsort declaration 
and no multiply declared function symbols. (Note that arity information is usually 
used to distinguish function symbols.) Therefore the condition of ordering preserva- 
tion is fulfilled trivially, and the condition of function preservation is just part of the 
definition of a many-sorted signature morphism. 
A signature morphism h: SIG ~ SIG1 is said to be injective if both h: (S, < ) 
($1, <)  and h: IF] ~ ]Fll are injective. It is called an inclusion morphism and 
denoted by SIG ~_ SIG1 if 
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• (S~ < ) ~ (S1, < ), i.e., s ~< r in (S, < ) implies s ~< r in ($1, < ), 
• IFI~_IF, I. 
4.1.2. Signature Embeddings 
As motivated in Subsection 3.1, a parameterized specification must satisfy that 
• no additional subsort relation on formal sorts are introduced in the body, 
and 
• there are no function symbols declared both in the parameter and in the body. 
Now we introduce a notion of signautre embedding. A signature embedding is a 
signature morphism, which satisfies the above two conditions whenever it is an 
inclusion morphism. 
A signature morphism h: SIG ~ SIG1 is called a signature embedding if it is 
injective and satisfies 
• for every s, rES,  if if h(s)<<.h(r) in ($1, <)  then s~<r in (S, <)  (order 
embedding ) 
• IF1 - h(F)] n Ih(F)] = ~ (function-embedding). 
Note that an injective signature morphism h: SIG ~ SIG, may violate the condi- 
tion of function-embedding. As an example, let F= { f :  s} and F~ = { f :  s, f :  r) 
with h(f)  = f and h(s)= s. 
A relation SIG ~ SIGI may also be called a signature mbedding if the inclusion 
mapping SIG~SIG~ is a signature embedding. A relation SIG~_SIG~ is a 
signature mbedding if and only if the following conditions hold: 
• For every s, r E S, if s ~< r in (S~, < ) then s ~< r in (S, < ) and 
• IF[ ~ IF1 - F [  = ~.  
They are exactly the conditions we wanted to formulate. 
4.1.3. Specification Morphisms and Specification Embeddings 
Let X be a set of SIG-variables, and X1 a set of SIG,-variables. A signature 
morphism h: SIG ~ SIG, is said to be extensible to X~ X, if there is an injective 
mapping h': X-+ X, such that x: s e X implies h'(x) : h(s) E X1. 
For readability, we always assume that the mapping h':X---+X 1 is implicit: a 
variable x will represent both a variable x : s in X and a variable x : h(s) in X 1 . The 
signature morphism h:S IG~SIG,  transforms each SIG(X)-term t into a 
SIG1 (Xx)-term h(t) by replacing every function symbol f by h(f). 
Let us fix two specifications SP= (SIG, E) and 8t91 = (S [G I ,  El) .  A signature 
morphism h: SIG ~ SIG1 is called a specification morphism, denoted by 
h'. SIP-+ SP1,  if E and E1 are sets of SIG(X)- and SIGl(X1)-equations such that 
• h is extensible to X--+ X1 and 
• VXu = v e E implies VX, h(u) = h(v) ~ g I . 
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We write SP~SP1 if SIG~_SIGt and E~E 1. A specification morphism 
h: SP--+ SP~ is called a specification embedding if h: SP~ SP1 is a signature 
embedding. The relation SP ~_ SP1 is called a specification embedding if SIG ~_ SIGI 
is a signature mbedding. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. All specifications with all their specification morphisms 
comprise a category CA TSP. 
4.2. Funetors with Respect o Specification Morph&ms 
In this subsection, we are going to define two useful mappings relating Alg(SP) 
and AIg(SPa) w.r.t, specification morphism h: SP ~ SP~. 
4.2.1. Forgetful Funetors 
First, we define a mapping V from Alg(SP~) to Alg(SP), which yields the 
SP-part of each SPl-algebra in the following way: 
• For any A~AIg(SP~), V(AI) is defined by the denotation set s v(~l) for 
each s ~ S and te denotation function fv(A1) for every f~ F such that 
__  sV(A1) = h(s )  A1, 
- -  dom(f v(A~))-~ U {h(w)A~lf: w~ s ~ F} and fV(AO(a) = h(f)  A1 (a) for 
a ~ dom(fV(al)); 
• For any SPl-homomorphism gl:A~ ~ Ba, V(gl) is defined as a mapping 
V(gl): C v(A~) ~ C v(a~) satisfying V(gl)(a )=gl (a)  for every a E C v(a~). 
Then we can prove the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For the above mapping V: Alg(SP1)-*Alg(SP), V(A1) is an 
SP-algebra for every SPl-algebra A1 ~ Alg(SP1), and V(gl) is an SP-homomorphism 
for every SPl-homomorphism gl : A1 --+ B1. 
Proof Follows from the fact that V(A1) satisfies the conditions in the definition 
of SP-algebra, and V(gl) satisfies the conditions in the definition of 
SP-homomorphsim. | 
We call the above mapping V: Alg(SP1)~Alg(SP) the forgetfulfunctor w.r.t, h 
and denote it as Vh. 
A forgetful functor w.r.t, a specification morphism is a forgetful functor w.r.t, a 
many-sorted specification morphism. Note that in general, for A~Gen(SP~), 
Vh(Aa)~ Gen(SP1) is not necessarily true. So, there may be no forgetful functor 
Vh: Gen( SP1) ~ Gen( SP ). 
4.2.2. Free Functors 
A useful process for constructing an SPl-algebra A~Alg(SP1)  from a given 
SP-algebra A~Alg(SP) w.r.t, the specification morphism h: SP~SPI  is the 
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A h , Vh(A1) 
Vh(G(A)) 
FIGURE 8 
so-called free construction. The corresponding mapping from Alg(SP) to Alg(SP1) 
is called a free functor. The existence of free functors is guaranteed by the following 
lemma for arbitrary specification morphism, which generalizes a corresponding 
result in [9] in two directions: First we consider order-sorted algebra, which is a 
strict generalization of many-sorted algebra; Second, we allow arbitrary specifica- 
tion morphisms, whereas the specification morphisms in [9 ] were injective. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For every specification morphism h: SP ~ SP~ with the corre- 
sponding forgetful functor Vh : Alg( SP1) ~ Alg( SP ), there is a mapping G: AIg( SP ) 
Alg(SP1) satisfying that for each A6Alg(SP), there is a homomorphism 
u: AVh(G(A)) sich that for each AaEAlg(SP1) and each homomorphism k: A 
Vh(A1) there is a unique homomorphism kl : G(A)o  A1 such that Vh(kl)ou=k; i.e., 
the diagram in Fig. 8 commutes. 
Proof The proof is a natural but technical extension of the one in [9]. | 
In general, there may exist no forgetful functor Vh: Gen(SPl)~ Gen(SP) for the 
categories of term-generated algebras, except that there exits a forgetful functor 
Vh: Gen(SP1) --* Gen(SP). 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let h: SP ~ SPt be a specification morphism with a forgetful 
functor Vh: Gen(SP1) ~ Gen(SP). Then there is a mapping G: Gen(SP) ~ Gen(SP1) 
satisfying that for each A ~ Gen( SP ), there is a homomorphism u: A ~ Vh( G( A ) ) such 
that for each A 1 ~ Gen(SP1) and each homomorphism k: A ~ Vh(A1) there is a unique 
homomorphism kl : G(A[)--~A1 such that Vh(kl)oU=k. 
The above mapping G: Alg(SP)~AIg(SP~) can be extended into a mapping 
from SP-homomorphisms to SP~-homomorphisms. In Lemma 4.3, let B ~ Alg(SP) 
be another SP-algebra with an SP-homomorphism g: A ~ B. Then there is an 
SP-homomorphism u':B~ Vh(G(B)) by Lemma 4.3. Replacing A1 by G(B) in the 
proof, we know that there is a unique SP~-homomorphism k~: U(A)~ G(B) 
satisfying the property of Lemma 4.3. We extend G by G(g)=k~ and call G a free 
functor. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let h: SP ~ SPi be a specification morphism, Vh: Alg(SPt) --* 
Alg(SP) the forgetful functor and G: Alg(SP) ~ Alg(SPI) free functor w.r.t. V h. I f  
I e Alg( S P ) is initial in Alg( S P ), then G( I) E Alg( SP1) is initial in Alg( SP ~ ). 
Proof Follows from the definition of free functor. | 
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4.2.3. Strong Persistency 
A free functor G:Alg(FSP)~Alg(TSP) w.r.t, a forgetful functor V is called 
strongly persistent if V(G(A))=A for any FSP-algebra A cAlg(FSP). In other 
words, a strongly persistent functor G: Alg(FSP)~Alg(TSP) maps every FSP- 
algebra A to a TSP-algebra G(A) preserving A. 
4.3. Parameterized Specifications 
Formally, a parameterized specification PSP= (FSP~TSP) consists of two 
specifications FSP and TSP such that FSP ~_ TSP is a specification embedding. We 
may use TSP(FSP) to denote a parameterized specification (FSP, TSP). We call 
the specification FSP formal parameter, denoted as FSP = (FS, <, FF, FE), and 
call the specification TSP target, denoted as TSP=(TS, <, TF, TE). We call 
TSP-FSP the body, which may not be a specification i  general. 
For the aboe PSP--(FSP, TSP), let Vp: Alg(TSP)~Alg(FSP) be the forgetful 
functor w.r.t, the inclusion mapping p:FSP~ TSP. The semantics of a 
parameterized specification PSP is a strongly persistent free functor G: AIg(FSP) 
AIg(TSP) w.r.t. Vh. 
By Lemma 4.3, there always exists a free functor for every prameterized specifica- 
tion. But the free functor need not be strongly persistent. If the free functor is 
strongly persistent, hen the parameterized specification PSP is called strongly per- 
sistent. Only strongly persistent parameterized specifications have a semantics. Thus 
we assume in the rest of this paper that all parameterized specifications are strongly 
persistent, unless otherwise stated. 
4.3.1. Specification Embedding versus Strong Persistency 
For a parameterized specification (FSP, TSP), the restriction that FSP ~ TSP be 
a specification embedding is not a hindrance in practice. The first reason is that 
most parameterized specifications not satisfying this restriction are in practice not 
stongly persistent anyway, as has been informally illustrated by the counterexam- 
ples given in the previous section. This argument may also be supported by the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let (FSP, TSP) be a strongly persistent parameterized specification 
with FSP c TSP. Then the inclusion morphism FSP ~ TSP is an order-embedding on
sorts, i.e., for every s, r ~ FS, if s <~ r in TSP then s <~ r in FSPI 
Proof Assume that s ~< r in TSP for some s, r ~ FS without s <~ r in FSP. Just 
take an FSP-algebra A such that s ~ ___ r "~ does not hold. If there is a strongly per- 
sistent functor G: AIg(FSP) ~ Alg(TSP) with V(G(A)) = A, where V: Alg(TSP) 
AIg(FSP) is the forgetful functor, then s G~A) ~ r ~'~) and s "~ ~_ r x. Thus, there are no 
strongly persistent functors Alg(FSP)--+ Alg( TSP). | 
Furthermore, if a parametefized specification (FSP, TSP) does not satisfy the 
condition of function-embedding, i.e., I TF -  FFI n IFFI # ~,  then one may always 
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build an equivalent parameterized specification (FSP', TSP'), where function sym- 
bols in [TF -FF f  n [FFI are renamed. More precisely, we build FSP '= (FS, <, 
FF', FE') and TSP '= (TS, <, TF', TE') in the way such that 
(i) for eachf~[TF-FF J  n [FFI we associate a new distinct symbol, denoted 
by new(f), 
(ii) FF' is obtained from FF by replacing f: w ~ r E FF by new(f): w ~ r for 
every f~  ] TF-- FF] c~ IFFI, 
(iii) FE' is obtained from FE by replacing f by new(f) for every 
f ~ I TF--  FFI ~ IFFI, 
(iv) TF' := FF' • TF, 
(v) TE' := FE' w TEu  {VXf (x l  ..... x,)  = new(f  )(Xl ..... x,)l f~[TF  - 
FFI c~ IFF I , f : s l . ' . s ,  -~ seFF,  xl : sl .... ,x~ : s, eX} .  
The parameterized specification (FSP', TSP') obviously satisfies the condition of 
function-embedding. Furthermore, (FSP, TSP) and (FSP', TSP') are equivalent in 
the following sense. 
THEOREM 4.7. (1) Every PSP-algebra A is an FSP'-algebra A. 
(2) Every TSP-algebra A is a TSP'-algebra A with new(f) A = fa  for the func- 
tion symbols f and new(f). 
(3) Every strongly persistent free functor G: Alg(FSP) ~ Alg( TSP is a strongly 
persistent free functor G: Alg(FSP') ~ AIg(TSP'). 
Proof (1) is true since FSP' is just a renaming of FSP'. 
(2) is true because of the axioms VX f (x l  .... , x,)  =new( f  )(xl .... , x,)  in TSP'. 
(3) holds, because of (1) and (2), and because the forgetful functor 
F: Alg(TSP) ---, AIg(FSP) is the forgetful functor F: Alg(TSP') ~ Alg(FSP'). | 
5. STANDARD PARAMETER PASSING 
This section reviews some notions concerning the standard approach of 
parameter passing (cf., e.g., [-3, 4, 6, 8]) and makes some extensions as preparations 
for the next section. 
5.1. Pushouts in Elementary Categories 
The notion of pushout is important in defining parameter passing. Let us first 
consider this notion in some elementary categories (cf. [5, 18]). 
5.1.1. Pushouts in an Arbitrary Category 
In a category, a source is a tuple (gl: O ~X1,... ,  gn: O ~Xn), where each 
gi: O ~ X i is a morphism. A sink is a tuple (Pl: X-~ ~ S, ..., pn: Xn ~ S), where each 
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p~: X~ ~ S is a morphism. (P l  . . . . .  Pn) is a pushout of (g, ,  ..., g,)  if p~o gi = pjo gj., 
1 <~ i, j<<.n (i.e., the following diagram commutes) and such that if p~ o g~= pj o gj, 
1 <~ i, j ~< n, hold for any other sink (p~ : X~ ~ S', .... p', : X, -~ S'), then there is a 
unique morphism p: S ~ S'. 
The pushout is unique up to isomorphism, in the sense that if (p]: X1-~ 
S', ..., p',: X~--* S') is another pushout, then there are morphisms p: S-~ S' and 
p': S' ~ S such that pop '  = id and p' op = id, where id is the identity morphism in 
the category. The composition of multiple pushouts is associative whenever it exists. 
5.1.2. Pushouts in the Category of Sets 
Let SETS be the category whose objects are sets in a given universe and whose 
morphisms are mappings between these sets. Let gi: O~Xj ,  i=l , . . . ,n ,  be 
morphisms in SETS. Then the pushout of (gl .... , g,)  always exists. Let Pi: X i~ S, 
i=  1 ..... n, be the pushout of (g~, ..., g,). If 
• O _ X; for i = 1 ..... n, and gi, i = 1, ..., n, are inclusion mappings, 
• X ic~Xj=O for every i¢~h l<<.i,j<<.n, 
then S = X1 w .-- w X, and p~, i = 1 ..... n, are obviously inclusion mappings. 
5.1.3. Pushouts in the Category of Quasi-ordered Sets 
Let QOS be the category of quasi-ordered sets. The morphisms of QOS are all 
mappings m: (S, ~<)~ (S', <~) that preserve the ordering; i.e., s<<.r in (S, ~<) 
implies that re(s) <<. m(r) in (S', <~ ). (We use the same notation for the orderings in 
(S, ~< ) and (S', <~ ) if no ambiguity is possible.) A morphism m: (S, ~< ) ~ (S', <~ )
is called an order-embedding if m is injective, and for s, r e S, m(s) <~ m(r) in (S', ~< )
implies that s <~ r in (S, ~< ). 
Let gi: (A, ~< ) -~ (B~, ~< ), i=  1 ..... n, be morphisms in QOS. Then the pushout 
of (gl ..... g,) always exists. Let (p,:  BI ~ C, .... p , :  B, ~ C) be the pushout of 
(ga,..., gn) in the category SETS without considering the quasi-orderings, 
and (C, ~<) is a quasi-ordered set with <~ being the smallest quasi-ordering 
satisfying p~(a)<<.pi() for every a, beB~ with a<<.b in (B~, ~<), i=1  ..... n. Then 
(Pl: (B1, ~<) ~ (C, ~<) ..... p ,  : (Bn, <~) --* (C, <~ )) is the pushout of (gl,  ..., g,) in 
QOS. 
The following lemma is an extension of a proposition in [7]  to multiple pushouts 
in QOS. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (Pl : XI ~ S, ..., p,  : X ,  ~ S) be the pushout of (gx : O ~ X1, ..., 
g,: 0 ~ X,)  in QOS with gi, i = 2, ..., n being injeetive. Then 
(i) Pl is injective. 
(ii) For any xi~ Xi, xj~ Xj with i@j andpi(xi)= pj(xj), there is an o ~ 0 with 
gi(o) = xi and gj(o)) = xj. 
(iii) p, is an order-embedding if gi, i= 2 .... , n, are order-embeddings. 
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Proof  Let ~<, ~<, ..... ~<n, ~<' be the quasi-orderings on O, X1,...,Xn, S, 
respectively. It has been proved in [-7] that if g2 .... , gn are injective, so is Pl. 
Furthermore, if there are x~ ~ X~, xj ~ Xj with i C j and pi (x i )= pj(xj) ,  then there is 
o ~ O with g~(o) = x~, and gj(o) = xj. Thus, (i), (ii) hold. 
(iii) Since each element of S is of the form pi(xe) for some i, we only need to 
prove that if p~(x~)<<.' p j (y j )  and p, (x , )=p~(y~) ,  Pl(Yl)=Pj(Yj)  then x, ~<1 Yl. 
Assume that i= j  and p~(xi)<<.'p~(y~) is obtained from xi<~y~. If i=  1, we are 
done. If i ¢ 1, then by (ii) we have g l (o )= x~, g~(o')= yi for o, o'~ O. By the order- 
embeddings gi, we have o ~<o'. Hence, g,(o)  and gl(o')  satisfy pl (g(o) )=Pe(Y i ) ,  
p , (g l (o ' ) ) - -p j (y j )  and g~(o)<~ g~(o'). By a simple induction on the number of 
transitive steps in the construction of ~<', we can prove that Pl is an order- 
embedding. | 
An injective mapping in QOS is always isomorphic to an inclusion mapping in 
QOS. Thus, we need only to consider inclusion morphisms instead of injective 
mappings in our discussion. 
5.2. Pushouts in the Category of  Specifications 
When introducing the syntax of parameter passing, we need a notion of pushout 
in the category CA TSP  of specifications. Let gi: SP ~ SP~, i = i, ..., n, be specifica- 
tion morphisms in CATSP,  where SP = (S, <, F, E)  and SPe = (S~, <, F i, E~), 
i = 1, ..., n. A family of specification morphisms (pi: SPi ~ SP', i=  1 ..... n) can be 
constructed in the following way, where the set of sort symbols and the set of 
function symbols are assumed to be disjoint: 
(i) Construct he pushout p~: (S~, < ) ~ (S', < ), i=  1 ..... n, of gi: (S, < ) 
(S~, < ), i = 1, ..., n, in the category of quasi-ordered sets. 
(ii) Then construct the pushout Pi: ]FiJ ~ H, i=  1, ..., n, of gi" IF[ ~ [Fi[, 
i--- 1 ..... n, in the category of sets, where H is a set of function symbols. 
(iii) Construct a set of function declarations F '  as the smallest set such that 
f: w ~ s ~ F i implies p~(f): p~(w) --. p~(s) ~ F'. Obvious we have [F ' [  = n .  
(iv) Finally, construct a signature morphism Pi: (S~, <, F / )~ (S', <, F ' )  as 
the union ofpi :  (S;, < ) ~ (S', < ) and Pi: F~ ~ F', i= 1 .... , n. 
(v) Let '=p , (E , )w  ... wpn(E , )  and SP '=(S ' ,  < ,F ' ,E ' ) .  Then we extend 
pi:(S~, <,F~)~(S ' ,  < ,F ' ) ,  i=1  ..... n, to pe :SPg~SP ' ,  i=1  ..... n. 
LEMMA 5.2. (i) (p i :Se i - *SP ' ,  i= l , . . . ,n )  is the pushout of  (g i :SP- -*SP i ,  
i = 1 .... , n) in the category CATSP.  
(ii) l f  gi: SP  --* SPe, i = 2, ..., n, are injective, then pi  : SP1 --* SP'  is injective. 
(i i i) l f  gi: SP--* SPi, i=  2 .... , n, are specification embeddings, then p, : SP1 ---, 
SP'  is a specification embedding. 
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Proof. (i) can be proved by the construction of SP'. 
(ii) can be proved directly by Lemma 5.1. 
(iii) Ifg~: SP ~ SP~, i = 2 ..... n, are specification embeddings, then g;: (S, < ) 
(S ,  <), i=2  ..... n, are order-embeddings, g~: IFI--* lee[, i=2  ..... n, are injective 
such that IF~- h(F)[ n Ih(F)[ --= ffS, i = 2 ..... n. By Lemma 5.1, Pl: ($1, < ) ~ (S', < ) 
is an order-embedding. So, we need only to prove that ]F'-p,(F1)[c~ 
Ipl(F1)l =~.  Assume that I F ' -p l (F t ) I  c~ Ipl(F1)l ~ .  Then there is f l :  wl--* 
sleF1 and p j ( f j ) :p j (w j )~p j (s j )eF ' -p l (F1)  such that p l ( f l )=p j ( f j )  and 
pl(Wl) ~ Pj (w j) or pl (sl) v L Pj (s j). We have j ~ 1. By Lemma 5.1, we have f~ I FI 
such that g~(f)=f~ and gj ( f )=f j .  By specification embeddings, ge, i=2  ..... n, 
we have f ' .w--+s~F such that &( f )=f j ,  gj(w)=wj and gj(s)=sj. Thus, 
g~(f): g l (w)~ gl(s)f fF1.  Note that specification embeddings are injectie. By the 
pushout construction, we have p l (g l ( f ) )=p j ( f j ) ,  pl(gl(W))=pj(wj), and 
pl(gl(s))=pj(s j) .  This means that pj ( f j ) :p j (wj )~pj (s j )q~F' -p~(F~),  a con- 
tradiction. Thus, p~ : SP~ ~ SP' is a specification embedding. | 
Since an injective mapping in CATSP is always isomorphic to an inclusion 
mapping in CA TSP, one needs only to consider inclusion specification morphisms 
instead of injectie specification morphisms. Furthermore, we can have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let (Pl ..... Pn) be the pushout of (gl ..... g~) as above. I f  
SP ~ SP~ and g~: SP -+ SPi, i = 2, ..., n, are inclusion morphisms, then the pushout 
(Pl .... ,p , )  can chosen such that SP, ~_SP' and p l :SP I~SP ' is an inclusion 
morphism. 
5.3. Construction of Algebras w.r.t. Pushouts of Specifications 
This subsection considers one of the main algebra constructions in the semantics 
of paramater passing. First of all, let us fix 
(i) Specifications SP = (S, <, F, E), SP'= (S', <, F', E') and SPi = (Si, <, 
Fi, Ei) , i=1  ..... n, 
(ii) the pushout (p i :SP i~SP ' ,  i=1  .... ,n) of (& :SP~SP i ,  i=1  ..... n) in 
the category CATSP with g~, i=  2 ..... n, being specification embeddings, and 
(iii) SP-, SP~-algebras A, Ae with A = Vg,(Ai) for the forgetful functors Vg i
w.r.t, g~, i = 1, ..., n. 
5.3.1. Amalgamated Sums of Algebras 
The algebra construction here is the construction of an SP'-algebra w.r.t. 
given SP- and SPi-algebras, i= 1 .... , n. The resulting SP'-algebra is called the 
amalgamated sum. The construction is analogous to that in the many-sorted case 
(see [2]). Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 are the basis for uniquely determining the 
components of an SP'-algebra by the corresponding components of the SP~-algebra 
w.r.t, pi. 
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The amalgamated sum A' of A~, i = 1, ..., n, w.r.t. A consists of denotations  '~' 
and f '~ '  for s' ~ S' and f '  ~ F '  such that 
• s 'A' :=s A~ i fs'=p~(s~) for some se~Si, l<<.i<~n; and 
• f ,A '  satisfies 
- -  d°m( f  'A') := O{d°m(fS')[ Ps(f~) =f ' ,  f~  Fi, 1 ~<j ~<n} and 
- -  f'A" (a) = f {~(a) if a ~ dom(f  {~), f '  = pi (f~) ~ r '  and 1 ~< i ~< n. 
We may denote A' by L" A {~11 <~i<~n}, or simply by A~ +A A~ if n=2.  
LEMMA 5.4. The A' constructed as above is an SP'-algebra. Furthermore, every 
SP'-algebra ZA {Ai[1 <<. i <~ n} can be constructed from unique SP-, SPi-algebras A, 
Ai, i= 1 ..... n. 
Proof By Lemma 5.1, the s 'A' are well defined, since for any si ~ Si, sj ~ Sj with 
i# j ,  if pi (s i )=pj (s j )  then there is an s~S with g~(s)=si and gj(s)=sj .  By the 
forgetful functor, s 'A' = s{ ~ = s Aj. 
Yhef  'A' are well defined. Let a ~ dom( f ' i '  ) with a E dom( f Ai ) n dom( f S 0 for i # j, 
f iEF ,  f jEF j ,  and P i ( f~)=f '  =Pi(fJ)" Then there are f~: w~si~F~ and fj: wj--+ 
sj ~ Fj with a ~ w Ai and a ~ w Aj. Since Pi (f~) =f '  = Ps (fJ), there is fe  F with g~(f) = f~ 
and g J ( f )=fs  by Lemma5.1. Since i#1 or j~ l ,  we just assume i# l .  By the 
specification embedding g~, for the above f~F  there is f'. w ~s~F such that 
ge(f)  =f~, g i (w)= wi and g~(s)=s~. Thus, fs: gs(w) --* gs(s)~FJ • Note that it may 
be the case that g j (w)¢wj  or gs(s)~sj .  Since Vg~(A~)=A=Vgj(Aj),  then 
w{'= w A = gs(w) Aj. Since w{~ dom(fA'), w A ~_ dom(fA), and gj(w) Aj) ~_ dom(f~J), 
we have f {'(a) =fA(a)  =fSJ(a) by Vg,(A~) = A = V~s(Aj). 
Furthermore, we can check that all equations in E '  are satisfied in A', since each 
equation in E '  comes from some specification SP,  the set of values assigned to 
every variable in the equation is not changed, and the function applications in the 
equation are not changed. 
Let f ' :  w' ~ s' ~ F'. Then there is f,.: we ~ s~ ~ F~ such that Pi(f , )  = f ' ,  pi(wi) = w' 
and p~(s~)=s'. This means that w'A'~dom(f 'A') .  In the inverse direction, if 
a~dom(f  'A') then a~dom(f  A~) with p~( f / )=f '  for some 1 ~< i<~n. Then there is 
f~ :w~s ieF~,  such that a~w{ ~. Thus there is f ' :w '~s '~F '  with p i ( f i )=f ' ,  
pi(wi) = w' and Pi(Si) = s', and a ~ w'A'. Hence, dom(f  'A') = (J {w'A' If ' :  W' ~ S' ~ F' }. 
For s '<r '  in (S', <)  such that s'=p~(si), r'=p~(r~) and s~<r~ in (Si, <), we 
have s 'A s Ai A. ,A' = _~ r ; '  = r . By an induction on the length of arbitrary s' ~< r ,  we can 
prove s 'A" ~_ r 'A'. 
For any two SP'-algebras A', assume that A '= ~,A {Ai[1 <<.i<~n} = 
~ {B~I 1 <~i<<.n} for SP-algebras A and B, SP~-algebras A~, B~, i=  1, ..., n. By the 
definition of amalgamated sum, we have s A' = sis ~ for every s~ e Si, and t °~e t "~' for o" i ~ J  i 
every f ieF  i. Thus, Ai=Bi .  Similarly, A =B. | 
Furthermore, the above SP'-algebra A' protects the SP-algebra A and the 
SPe-algebras A~, i=  1 .... , n, as we expected. 
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SP - -g i - - - - -~ SPi A ( Vg- -  Ae 
Spt Pl ~ SP' A 1 ~ Vp , -  A' 
FIGURE 9 
LEMMA 5.5. Let A' be the SP'-algebra constructed as above. Let Vp~ be the forget- 
ful functor w.r.t. Pi: SP~ --+ SP', and Vg~ be the forgetful functor w.r.t, g~: SP ~ SP ,  
i = 1 .... , n. Then we have the following properties: 
(i) Vpi(A')= Ai, i= l .... , n; 
(ii) Let Gi: Alg(SP) ~ Alg(SPi), i = 2 ..... n, be mappings uch that Gi(A) = Ai 
and Vgi(Gi(A)) = A, i= 2, ..., n. Then Gi(Vg~(Al)) = Vp~(A'), 2 <~ i ~ n. 
The diagrams in Fig. 9 for i=  2, ..., n, illustrate the specification morphisms 
gi: SP ~ SPi and Pi: SPi ~ SP', i = 1, ..., n, and the functors corresponding to these 
specification morphisms and relating the algebras of the specifications. The above 
condition (ii) means that the diagram on the right-hand side commutes. 
Proof. (i) By the construction of A' and the definition of forgetful functor, Ai 
and p, (A)  satisfy s~'= for every s i V ' s?, (A') eSi,  and fA ' (a)=fpga ' ) (a)  for 
a+dom(fffi)c~dom(f,v '(A')) for every f i eF  i. Furthermore, we have dom(f{ ' )= 
dom(fV#a')), since 
d°m(fAii) = U {w~'[ f." wi--* r ieFi} = U {wVip'(A')lf: wi + r ieFi} =dom(f?/A')) .  
(ii) For 2 <~ i <~ n, Gi(Vgi(A1)  = Gi(A ) since Vgl(A1) = A. By the assumption, 
Gi(A)=Ai .  Thus, Gi(Vgl(A1))=A . By (i), A i= Vp,(A'). Hence, Gi(Vgl(A~))= 
Vp,(A'). ! 
5.3.2. Amalgamated Sums of Homomorphisms 
Algebras in Alg(SP) or in Alg(SPi), i= 1, ...,n, may be related by SP- 
or SP~-homomorphisms. It is desirable that the construction of algebras in 
Alg(SP) from the algebras in Alg(SP) and Alg(SPi), i= 1 ..... n, preserves the 
homomorphisms. This kind of SP'-homomorphisms in Alg(SP) is called an 
amalgamated sum of homomorphisms. 
Let the above SP-, SPi-algebras A, Ai, i=  1, ..., n, be such that CAJ~ cA~= C A 
for all 1 ~<j, k ~< n with j v a k. Let B, Bi, i -- 1 ..... n, be SP-, SP~-algebras with B = 
Vg~(Bi) for the forgetful functors Vg~. Assume that h: A ~ B, hi: A ;~ Bi, i=  1 ..... n, 
be SP-, SP~-homomorphisms such that h = Vg,(hi). Let A '= ~A {Ail 1 <~i~< n} and 
B '= ~B {Bg[ 1 ~< i<~n}. Then the amalgamated sum h' of hl, i=  1 ..... n, w.r.t, h is 
defined as a mapping h': CA'--+ C B' by h'(a)=hi(a) for a t  C Ai. 
Note that h': cA'--+ C ~' is well defined since CAJc~ C~k= C A for every 1 ~<j, k<<.n 
with j ¢ k. We may write ~h {h;ll ~<i~ n}, or simply h~ +h h2 if n = 2, for h'. It is 
expected that h' is an SP'-homomorphism h':A '~ B'. 
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LEMMA 5.6. The mapping h' as above is an SP'-homomorphism h ' :A '~B ' .  
Furthermore, every SP'-homomorphism h' = ~h {hi[ 1 <~ i <~ n} can be constructed for 
unique SP-, SPi-homomorphisms h:A ~ B, hi: Ai ~ Bi, i = 1, ..., n. 
Proof For each f '  e F',  we have 
h'(f 'A' (a) ) = h ' ( f  A~(a) ) = hi ( f  ~i(a) = fBi ~(hi(a)  = fB'(h~(a) ) = fB'  (h'(a) ) 
by the definition of A' and B', and by the definition o f f '  and homomorphsism hi. 
For an s '~S' ,  we have h'(s'A')=hi(sAiO for s '=p i (s i )eS '  for some sg~Si, 
l<~i<<.n. Since hi(s~O~_s~', and s~'=s 'B', we have h'(s'A')~_s 'B'. Thus h' is an 
SP'-homomorphism h':A' ~ B'. 
By Lemma 5.5, A, A~, i - -1 .... ,n, and B, B i, i=1  ..... n, are unique in 
Z~{Ai l l<~i<~n} and ~B{Bi [ l< i<~n}.  It is obvious that the mappings 
h~: CA '~ C Bi, i=  1, ..., n, satisfying the condition h'(a) = hi(a) for a ~ C A' are unique. 
Similarly, the mapping h: C A---, C a satisfying h(a)= hi(a) for a 6 C a is also unique. 
So, we only need to prove that they are SP-, SP~-homomorphisms h:A ~B,  
hi: A i ~ Bi, i = l ..... n. This can be done in a similar way as above. | 
If the free functors Gi: Alg(SP)~Alg(SP~) ,  i=2 ,  ..., n, are strongly persistent, 
then we expect hat our construction of the amalgamated sum can induce a strongly 
persistent free functor H~:AIg(SP~)--*Alg(SP') .  This formulated in the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let Gi: AIg(SP) ~ Alg(SPi), i = 2 .... , n, be strongly persistent free 
functors w.r.t, the forgetful functors Vgi such that Gi(A) = Ai, i = 2 .... , n. Assume that 
C Aj c~ C Ak = C A for every 1 <~j, k ~ n with j ~ k. Then the mapping H1 : Alg(SP1) 
Alg( SP')  defined by Hx(Ax) = ZA {All 1 <~ i < n } is a strongly persistent free functor 
w.r.t, the forgetful functor Vpl. 
The diagrams in Fig. 10, where i = 2, ..., n, illustrate the relation of specification 
morphisms gi: SP ~ SPi, Pi: SPi ~ SP', i = i ..... n, and of their corresponding 
functors. The condition H a (A~)= ZA {A i] 1 ~< i ~< n } means that the diagram on the 
right of Fig. 10 commutes. 
Proof Let A'=~A {Ai[l<~i<~n }. H I (A1)=A'  is a mapping, since for every 
Aa, Ba~Alg(SPi ) ,  if AI=B1 then Vgl(A~)=A=Vg~(B~),  and thus Ai=Gi (A) ,  
i=2  ..... n, and ~A {Ail 1 <~i~n} are unique. 
- -  G i ) 
SP - -  gi ---* SPi A *----- Vg~- -  A i 
SPa Pl ~ SP '  A 1 , Vp l - -  A '  
- - H  1 
FIGURE 10 
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A1 h,_~ V1(B') 
v~(A') 
FIGURE 11 
The main thing we have to prove now is that there is a homomorphism 
u:A1- '+Vp l (A '  ) such that for each B'eAlg(SP ' )  and each homomorphism 
hx:A l~ Vp,(B') there is a unique homorphism h ' :A '~B '  such that Vpl(h')o 
u=hl ,  i.e., the diagram in Fig. 11 commutes. By Lemma5.5, Vp,(A')=Ai, 
i=  1 ..... n. So we can choose the SP~-homomorphism u:A~ ~ V~(A') to be the 
identity mapping. 
Assume that B'eAlg(SP' )  with h~:AI~Vp, (B ' ) .  Let BI=Vp~(B'). We can 
have an SP-homomorphism Vgl(hl): Vg~(A1)-~ Vgl(B1). Let B=Vg~(B1) and 
h:A~B= Vg~(hl): Vg~(A1)--* Vg~(Bl). By the strongly persistent free functors 
Gi: Alg(SP) --* Alg(SPi), i = 2 ..... n, w.r.t. Vg i, we can have Gi(h): Gi(A) --* G~(B) 
such that B= Vg,(G~(B)) and h= Vg,(Gi(h)), i=2  .... ,n. Let Bi=Gi(B) and 
hi= Gi(h), i=2,  ..., n. By Lemma 5.4, B' =~]B {Bil 1 <~i<~n}. By Lemma 5.6, we can 
define an SP'-homomorphism h' = ~2h {hi ] 1 ~< i ~< n}. By Lemma 5.5, Vp,(B') = Bi, 
i=1  ..... n. By the definition of ~h{hil l<~i<~n}, Vp~(h')=h, i=1  ..... n. Thus, 
Vp,(h')ou=hl.  h' is the unique SP'-homomorphism since Y~h{hi[l<<.i<<,n}, 
Vp,(h') = hi, i = 1 ..... n. Thus, Vp~ (h') o u = h~. h' is the unique SP'-homomorphism 
since ~h {h~[ 1 <~i<<.n} is constructed for unique h and hi, i=  1, ..., n. I 
We see below that the condition C Aj c~ C ~ = C A for every 1 ~<j, k ~< n with j ~ k 
is not a restriction of any practical importance. 
5.4. Standard Parameter Passing 
Standard parameter passing is a simple form of our parameter passing, which 
describes one unique independent actualization of a parameterized specification. 
5.4.1. Syntax 
Let TSP(FSP) be a parameterized specification. Let ASP be a specification. Let 
h: FSP ~ ASP be a specification morphism. A standard parameter passing diagram 
is a pushout diagram in CATSP illustrated in Fig. 12. We may use TSP(h), or 
TSP(ASP) when h is the identity morphism, to denote the VSP. 
FSP ~ TSP 
ASP c VSP 
FIGURE 12 
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5.4.2. Semantics 
The semantics of standard parameter passing is given by (G, P, R) consisting 
of the strongly persistent free functor G: Alg(FSP)~ Alg(ASP), which is the 
semantics of TSP(FSP), a set of ASP-algebras P~_Alg(ASP), which is the 
given semantics of ASP, and a set of ASP-algebras R~_Alg(ASP), such that 
R= {A+vh(A) G(Vh(A))]AEP}, where Vh is the forgetful functor w.r.t, h, and 
G( Vh( A ) ) is chosen such that cVh(A) = CA C~ C G(v~(A)). 
The condition C vh(A) = C A c~ C G(vh(A)) is not a condition of any practical impor- 
tance. For, G is a free functor, and we can always choose G(Vh(A)) in Alg(ASP) 
satisfying C vh(A) = C A n C ~(v~(A)). 
Since G is strongly persistent, V(G( Vh (A))) = Vh (A) holds for every ASP-algebra 
A, where V is the forgetful functor w.r.t, the inclusion specification morphism 
FSP c_ TSP. 
5.4.3. Correctness 
By Lemma 5.5, we can prove the correctness in a similar way as in [9]. 
THEOREM 5.8 (Correctness). The semantics (G, P, R) of the above parameter 
passing is correct in the sense that for any Be R, there is A ~ P such that the 
following conditions hold: 
• V'(B)=A, where V' is the forgetful functor w.r.t. ASPs_ VSP (actual 
parameter protection); 
• G(vh(A))= gh,(g), where Vh. is the forgetful functor w.r.t, h' (passing 
compatibility). | 
6. COORDINATE PARAMETER PASSING 
The syntax of standard parameter passing defined in the last section is analogous 
to the notion of parameter passing for many-sorted specifications in, e.g., [27, 8, 9J, 
where a value specification VSP is freely constructed such that its value sort/func- 
tion symbols in VSP (generated from body sort/function symbols in TSP-FSP  
through the induced passing morphism h') are new symbols and unrelated to other 
value specifications. However, this does not fit into parameterization for order- 
sorted specifications. 
Let us consider the parameterized specification COMPLIST(ELEM) in Fig. 13 
and the actual parameter NATINT in Fig. 2, where hi :  ELEM-~NATINT and 
h2: ELEM---r NATINT satisfy ha(Elem)= Int and hz(Elem)= Nat. The value 
specifications COMPLIST(hl) (also COMPINTLIST) and COMPLIST(h2) (also 
COMPNATLIST) generated from NATINT and COMPLIST(ELEM) are 
illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15, where the induced passing morphisms hi and hl, are 
defined by 
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spec ELEM is 
sorts Elem 
spee COMPL IST  is 
ELEM + 
sorts NeList, List 
subsorts NeList < List 
opns nil: ~ List 
cons: Elem × List ~ NeL&t 
head: NeList ---} Elem 
tail: NeList ---} List 
eqns EL: Elem, L : List 
head(cons(EL, L ) ) = EL 
tail(cons(EL, L ) ) = L 
FIGURE 13 
• h ' l (E lem)  = Int ,  h ' l (NeL is t )  = Ne lL i s t ,  h '~(List)  = lL is t ,  h ' l (n i l )  = inil, 
h 'l (cons)  = icons,  h'l (head)  = ihead,  h 'l ( ta i l )  = itail,  
• h '2(E lem) = Nat ,  h '2 (NeL is t )  = NeNL is t ,  h '2(L ist )  = NL is t ,  h'2(niI) = nni l ,  
h '2 ( cons ) = ncons,  h 'l (head  ) = nhead,  h'l ( ta i l )  = ntaiI .  
Note that the only difference of the above value specifications i that they have 
different newly generated value sorts and value function symbols. 
Since Nat  denotes a subset of the denotation of I n t  with h l (E lem)=Int  and 
h2(E lem)=Nat ,  one would intuitively expect that NL is t  denotes a subset of 
the denotation of I L i s t  in a specification containing both COMPINTL IST  and 
COMPNATL IST .  Consequently, since there is no need to have two distinct ni l  
elements in a set, one could expect hat in i l  and nni l  represent the same element. 
Furthermore, icons( in i l ,  0) and i cons(nni l ,  0) should represent the same element, etc. 
Finally, the denotation of ncons  should be a restricted instance of that of icons. 
The above expectation cannot  be met by standard parameter passing, since 
standard parameter passing creates every single value specification i dependently in 
the sense that value specifications are considered totally unrelated. In particular, 
ELEM 
NAT INT  
COMPL IST  
spee COMPINTL IST  is 
NA T INT + 
sorts NeIList, IList 
subsorts NelList < IList 
opns inil: ~ 1List 
icons: Int × 1List --* NelList 
ihead: NelList ---> lnt 
itail: NelList --* 1List 
eqns I : Int, IL : 1List 
ihead( icons(1, IL ) ) = IL 
FIouRE 14 
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ELEM ~_ 
NA T INT  c_ 
COMPL IST  
spec COMPNATLIST is 
NATINT  + 
sorts NeNList ,  NL ist  
subsorts NeNL i t  < NL is t  
opns nnil: ~ NList  
ncons: Nat  x NL ist  ~ NeNLis t  
nhead: NeNL is t  --* Nat  
ntail: NeNL is t  ~ NList  
eqns N: Nat, NL  : NList  
nhead(ncons( N, NL  ) ) = N 
ntail(ncons( N, NL  ) ) = NL  
FIGURE 15 
two disjoint but isomorphic value specifications are created when the same 
parameter passing is started twice. 
In general, for two parameter passings h3 and h4 with h3(Elem)= h4(Elem ), we 
may ask how the value specifications COMPL IST(h3)  and COMPL IST(h4)  are 
related? A consequence of the above expectation would be that the sorts in 
COMPL IST(h3)  and COMPL IST(h4)  that are generated from the same body sort 
should denote the same set, and that the function symbols in COMPL IST(h3)  and 
COMPL IST(h4)  that are generated from the same body function should denote 
restricted instances of the same function. 
This consequence is not surprising at all if we consider the philosophy assumed 
in [26]. Following this philosophy, a function is only determined by its name, 
and the type information of this name only refers to restricted instances of 
this function. So, a function symbol in target specification might also intuitively 
refer to a restricted function instance. The difference is only that the domain 
and range of these restricted function instances may be parameterized now: 
actualizations of a parameterized restricted instance are restricted instances of one 
function. 
In the above example, the declaration cons: Elem x List ~ NeList  in COMPL IST  
may be thought as referring to a parameterized restricted instance of a function 
denoted by cons, and the declarations ncons: Nat  x NList  ~ NeNL is t  and icons: 
Int x IL ist  ~ NeIL ist  in COMPNATL1ST and COMPINTL IST  correspond to two 
concrete restricted instances of the same function. The latter can also be obtained 
from the parameterized restricted instance of cons: Elem x List ~ NeList. 
But the declarations of formal function symbols in a target specification cannot 
be interpreted in the above way, since they are just placeholders for actual function 
symbols. The function symbols that are specified on the formal function symbols 
through equations cannot be interpreted in the above way, either, since they are 
independent of formal functions. 
571/49/3-16 
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For a parameterized specification (FSP, TSP)  with FSP= (FS, <, FF, FE)  and 
TSP= (TS, <, TF, TE), a function symbol f~  TF is called parameter-dependent 
if f~FF  or some VXs= t e TE contains f and a parameter-dependent function 
symbol; otherwise f is called parameter-independenr The definition implies each 
equation either contains only parameter-dependent function symbols or only 
parameter-independent ones. So an equation may also be said parameter-dependent 
or parameter-independent accordingly. 
Note that if equations VXs  = t were considered as left-to-right rewrite rules 
AX s ~ t, one could define a function symbol fe  TF to be parameter-dependent if 
either f s  FF  or there is VXs  ~ t e TE such that s contains f and t contains a 
parameter-dependent fu ction symbol. However, we do not follow this approach in 
this paper. 
We will extend the notion of standard parameter passing to a notion of coor- 
dinate parameter passing relating value specifications yielded in several standard 
parameter passings, which use the same parameterized specification and actual 
parameter specification but possibly different parameter passing morphisms. In a 
coordinate parameter passing, 
• all value function symbols newly generated from the same parameter- 
independent body function symbol are identified, and 
• value sorts generated from the same body sort are related by some subsort 
relation in a way to be defined below. 
Coordinate parameter passing does not affect he semantics of each individual value 
specification. 
Figure 16 illustrates the coordinate parameter passing based on the standard 
parameter passings above, where hi and h2 satisfy h l (E lem)=Int  and hz(E lem)= 
Nat, and hl and hl satisfy 
• h'~(Elem) = Int, h'l(NeList) = NelList, h'~(List) = IList, h'l(nil) = nil, 
h'l ( cons ) = cons, h 'l (head ) = head, h 'l ( tail ) = tail, and 
• h'2(Elem) = Nat, h'2(NeList) = NeNList,  h'z(List) = NList, h'z(nil) = nil, 
h 'z ( cons ) = cons, h 'z (head ) = head, h 'z ( tail ) = tail. 
6.1. Syntax 
Let TSP(FSP)  be a parameterized specification and p: FSP ~ TSP the specifica- 
tion embedding of TSP(FSP) .  Let ASP be a specification and hi: FSP~ASP,  
i = 1, ..., n, parameter passing morphisms. Denote FSP  = (FS, <, FF, FE),  TSP = 
(TS, <, TF, TE) and ASP= (AS, <, AF, AE). Then the syntax of coordinate 
parameter passing is given by a coordinate parameter passing diagram (short: CPP- 
diagram) in Fig. 17, where the following conditions hold: 
(i) (q i :ASP~VSP i ,  k i :TSP~VSP i )  is the pushout of (hi, p) for 
i = 1 ..... n, where ASP ~_ VSPi and qi is an inclusion specification morphism. 
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ELEM 
NA T INT  
COMPL IST  
spee COMPNATINTL IST  is 
NA T INT  + 
sorts NeNList ,  NeIList, NList, IL ist  
subsorts NeNLis t  < NeIL ist  < IList, NeNL is t  < NList  < IList 
opns nil: ~ IList, ~ NList  
cons: Int x IList ~ NeIList, Nat  x NL is t  ~ NeNLis t  
head: NeIList  ~ Int, NeNLis t  ~ Nat  
tail: NeIL ist  ~ IList, NeNL is t  ~ NList  
eqns I: Int, IL: IList, N: Nat, NL: NList, 
head(cons(I, L  ) = I, head(cons(N, NL  ) ) = N 
tail(cons(I, I L  ) ) = IL, tail(cons(N, NL  ) ) = N L 
FIGURE 16 
(ii) (gi: VSP i~ USP), i= 1, ..., n, is the pushout of qi, i=  1, ..., n, such that 
VSPi ~ USP and g~: VSP~ ~ USP, i=  1, ..., n, are inclusion specification morphisms. 
(iii) Assume USP= (US, <, UF, UE). Then PreR = (RS, <, RF, RE) such 
that ren: USP ~ PreR is a specification morphism such that 
• ren: US---,RS is the identity mapping and (US, <)= (RS, <); 
P 
FSP ~ TSP 







F iau~ 17 
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• ren: UF~RF is the identity mapping except ren(g~(k~( f ) ) )=  
ren(g j (k j ( f ) ) ) ,  1 <~ i, j ~n ,  for each parameter-independent f e ITF  I - I FF ] ,  and 
ren(UF)  = RF and ren(UE)  = RE;  
(iv) Assume PreR = (RS,  <,  RF,  RE) .  Then ext: P reR  ~ RSP  is the inclusion 
morphism and RSP = (RS,  < ', RF,  RE)  is the so-called greatest monotonic subort 
extension o f  P reR  defined below. 
We call VSP~, i = 1, ..., n, USP,  PreR,  and RSP the value, united, pre-result and 
result specifications. 
By Lemma 5.2, since p: FSP  ~ TSP  is an inclusion specification morphism, VSP~ 
can be chosen such that ASP ~_ VSP~ and q~: ASP ~ VSP i  is an inclusion specifica- 
tion morphism, i = 1 .... , n. Similarly, since q~: ASP ~ VSP i ,  i = 1 .... , n, are inclusion 
specification morphisms, USP can be chosen such that VSP~ ~ USP,  i = 1, ..., n, and 
g~: VSP~ ~ USP,  i = 1, ..., n, are inclusion specification morphisms. 
USP is in fact the union of VSP~, i = 1 .... , n, with shared sub-specification ASP 
(of. I-2]). Note that by the pushout construction, k~(s) and kj (s) with i ¢ j  are con- 
sidered distinct for s ~ TS-FS ,  and k i ( f )  and k j ( f )  with i ¢ j  are regarded istinct 
for fE ITF I -  I FFJ. The united specification obtained by combining the previous 
value specifications COMPNATL IST  and COMPINTL IST  is 
spec COMPNATLIST__COMPINTLIST is 
NA T INT  + COMPNA TL IST  + COMPINTL IST  
P reR  is obtained from USP by identifying g i (k i ( f ) ) ,  i= l  ..... n, for each 
parameter-independent f i TF ] -  ]FF[ through ren. In fact, we could have defined 
ren in a more category-theoretical way as the coequalizer of kio g~, i= 1, ..., n, 
restricted in the parameter-independent par of I TFL -  [FF]. To continue the above 
example, we have the pre-result specification i  Fig. 18, which is obtained from the 
united specification COMPNATL IST___COMPINTL IST .  
spee Pre-COMPNATINTLIST is 
NA TINT + 
sorts neNList, NelList, NList, IList 
subsorts NeIList < IList, NeNList < NList 
opns nil: ~ IList, ~ NList 
cons: Int x IList ~ NelList, Nat × NList ~ NeNList 
head: NelList ~ Int, NeNList ~ Nat 
tail: NelList ~ IList, NeNList ~ NList 
eqns I: Int, IL: IList, N: Nat, NL: NList 
head(cons(I, L)) = I, head(cons(N, NL)) = N 
tail(cons(I, IL)) = IL, tail(cons(N, NL)) = NL 
Fi~uw 18 
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Finally, we obtain the result specification from the pre-result specification with 
the extension of the subsort relation NeNList < NeIList and NList < IList: 
spec COMPNATINTLIST is 
Pre- CO MPNA TINTLIST + 
subsorts NeNList < NeIList, NList < IList 
The next subsection will explain how the additional subsort relation here is 
generated. 
6.2. Extensions of Subsort Relations 
Let us fix value specifications VSPi= (VSI, <, VFi, VEi), i=  1 ..... n, a united 
specification USP=(US, <,UF, UE) and a pre-result-specification PreR= 
(RS, <, RF, RE) in this subsection. Note that VSPi~ USP, i= 1 ..... n, and 
(us, <)=(RS, <). 
6.2.1. Extension Bases 
The extension of a subsort should only happen among value sorts generated from 
the same body sort. A quasi-ordered set (M, < ) is called an extension base if it is 
a quasi-ordered subset of (RS ,<)  such that M={gj (k j ( s ) ) [ s~TS-FS ,  
j=  1 ..... n}. Note that &(kj(s)) = kj(s) since gi, i= 1, ..., n, are inclusion morphisms. 
We may use M to denote (M, < ) if < is clear. 
Let TS-  FS = {sl s2 .... }, which is not necessarily finite. To ease the formulation, 
we may denote the above M as an n x [TS-FS] matrix, where M(i, j )=  k~(sj) for 
sj~ TS-FS  and 1 <~i<~n. Denote &j=M(i, j) .  The j th  column (slj ..... snj ) of M is 
a list with each s,j being the value sort in VSP~ generated from si in TS-  FS. Thus, 
sort symbols sis and ski in M are said to be from the same body sort. The ith row 
(sil, si2 .... ) of M consists of all newly generated value sorts in some VSPi. Thus, 
s o and s;x of M are said to be in the same value specification. Furthermore, s < r in 
(M, < ) is said to be inherited if s < r already holds in some VSP~. 
In the above example, the extension base is 
( UeUList, UList) 
M = \NeILList, IList ]' 
where NeNList and NeIList are generated from NeList, NList and IList from List. 
6.2.2. Subsort Extensions 
A subsort extension of (RS, < ) is a quasi-ordered set (RS, < u < ' )  with < '  
being a relation on M such that if s < '  r then s and r are from the same body sort. 
Let SE(RS, < ) denote the set of all subsort extensions of (RS, < ) and SE(PreR) 
the set of all specifications (RS, <', RF, RE) with (RS, < ' )  being subsort exten- 
sions of (RS, < ). Then it is easy to prove the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. SE(RS, < ) comprises a sub-category of QOS and SE(PreR) a 
sub-category of CATSP. 
6.2.3. Monotonic Subsort Extensions 
We are only interested in those subsort extensions of (RS, < ), where the original 
semantics of each value specification is not affected. This means that no new 
elements may be introduced to a sort in RSP through the subsort extension. 
For(S, < ), a sort de  S is said to be a direct subsort of another sort s e S, denoted 
by d:<s, if d<s, dvas, and d<r<s  for reS  always implies d=r  or r=s. A sub- 
sort extension (S ,< u < ' )  of (S, <)  is called primary if < '= <1 u ..- u <n, 
n>~0, and 
s<i+lr  and d:<s imply d (<~<l~. . .u<i ) * r  for O<~i<<,n-1. (1) 
The condition holds trivially if there are no sorts de  S with d :< s. Intuitively the 
condition says that those elements of the sort s, which originally stem from the sub- 
sort d, already exist in the sort r before the extension < i+ 1 is made. By definition, 
(S, < ) is always a primary subsort extension of itself. Furthermore, we may easily 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let (S, < ~ <' )  and (S, < ~ <") be two primary subsort extensions 
of (S, < ). Then (S, < w <' u <") is a primary subsort extension of (S, < ). 
A signature (S, < ", F) with <"  = < u <'  is called a monotonic subsort extension 
of a signature (S, <,  F) if (S, < ") is a primary subsort extension of (S, <)  and 
satisfies that 
if s<' r  and f :w~seF  then f :w '~reF  with w<~"w'. (2) 
Condition (2) here guarantees that all elements created by a function f to sort s 
have already been created in r by the function f through another path. The condi- 
tion is trivially true if there are no declarations of the form j2 w --, s is F. If function 
symbols were distinguished into constructors and defined functions (see [14]), then 
only constructors would be needed in the condition. 
A specification (SIG, E) is said to be a monotonic subsort extension of another 
specification (SIG', E' ) if E '  = E and SIG' is a monotonic subsort extension of SIG. 
All the discussions below about monotonic subsort extensions of signatures hold for 
those of specifications. 
Let (S, < ', F) be a monotonic subsort extension of (S, <,  F). Then an algebra 
is a term-generated (S, <,  F)-algebra if and only if it is a term-generated 
(S, < ', F)-algebra. In fact, in a term-generated (S, <,  F)-algebra, an element of a 
sort is either created by an operation in F or inherited from another sort through 
the subsort relation <. Assume that < '= < ~ <1 u ... u < n, n >~ 0, satisfies con- 
dition (1). Then no elements can be newly introduced from a sort s to a sort r along 
the subsort extension s (< 1 g ' ' '  U <n)* r .  If an element in s is inherited from 
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another sort d through the subsrot relation <, then it has already been inherited 
to r from d in the term-generated (S, <, F)-algebra, due to condition (1). If an 
element in s is created by an operation in F, then it has already been created to r 
in the term-generated (S, <, F)-algebra due to condition (2). 
In fact, the condition of term-generatedness is unnecessarily strong. It would 
suffice to require term-generatedness of those carriersets of the algebra, among 
whose sorts the subsort extension may be made. Furthermore, we need only to 
consider term-generatedness w.r.t, all other elements in the algebra, which are 
not in these carriersets; i.e., all other elements hould be regarded as constants. 
Fortunately, this is always true in the case of the free functor semantics of 
parameterized specification. In this case, the value sorts are term-generated w.r.t, all 
elements of the algebra of the actual parameter specification. 
Consider the previous pre-result-specification pre -COMPNATINTL IST  and the 
result specification COMPNATINTL IST .  The diagram in Fig. 19 illustrates the 
signature diagram of COMPNA T INTL IST ,  where the operations 0, succ, pred, and 
head are omitted, < is the subsort relation of pre -COMPNATINTL IST  with 
Nat<Int ,  and <'= < u <1 u <2 is the subsort relation of COMPNATINTL IST  
with NeNLis t  <1NeIL i s t  and NList  <2 IList. To check that COMPNATINTL IST  
is a monotonic subsort extension of pre -COMPNATINTL IST ,  we need to check 
the following points: 
(1) For NeNL is t< l  NeIList,  NeNL is t  has no direct subsorts w.r.t. <. 
(2) For NList  <2 IList, we have NeNLis t  :< NList  and NeNLis t  (< u <1)* 
IList. 
(3) For nil: ~ NL is t  there exists nil: ~ IList. For cons: Nat  x NList  ~ NeNL is t  
there exists cons: Int × IList ~ NelL is t  with Nat < Int and NList  <2 IList. For 
tail: NeNL is t  ~ NList  there is tail: NelList  ~ IList with NeNLis t  <2 NeIList.  Thus 
< '  is a monotonic subsort extension. 
Note that the declarations head: NeNL is t  ~ Nat and head: NelL is t  ~ Int need not 
be checked, since no subsort relation extension is made over their range sorts. 
6.2.4. The greatest Monotonic Subsort Extensions 
For two signatures (& <, F) and (S, <',  F), define the union o f  signatures 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let SIG be a signature. If SIG2 are two monotonic subsort extensions 
of SIG, then so is SIG 1 w SIG2. 
Proof Let SIG = (S, <, F), SIG1 = (S, < u <', F) and SIG2 = (S, < ~ <", F). 
By Lemma 6.2, (S, < u <' u <")  is a primary subsort extension of (S, < ). It can 
be easily checked that condition (2) holds for (S,< w <'u  <",F) .  Thus 
SIG1 w SIG 2 is a monotonic subsort extension of SIG. | 
Let us say that a specification (S, < ', F, E) is greater than another specification 
(S, <, F, E) if s < r always implies s <' r. Then Lemma 6.3 suggests that in the set 
of all monotonic subsort extensions of a specification we can build a greatest one. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let PreR be the pre-result-specification n Fig. 17. Then there is a 
unique greatest monotonic subsort extension in the set SE(PreR). 
The greatest monotonic subsort extension in SE(PreR), simply called the greatest 
monotonic subsort extension of PreR, builds the result specification in the CPP- 
diagram. The computation of the greatest monotonic subsort extension is feasible 
in many cases. 
THEOREM 6.5. The greatest monotonic subsort extension of PreR is computable if
the subsort relation in PreR is decidable and if there are only finitely many body 
sorts, finitely many body function symbols to the body sorts and finitely many value 
specifications. 
6.3. Semantics 
The semantics of coordinate parameter passing in Fig. 17 is given by the con- 
struction of algebras for the result specification based on the given semantics for the 
parameterized specification and for the actual parameter specification. 
Remember that for the parameterized specification TSF(FSP), we assume that 
• p: FSP ~ TSP is an inclusion specification morphism and a specification 
embedding, and 
• the semantics of TSP(FSP) is a strongly persistent free functor 
G:Alg(FSP)~Alg(TSP) w.r.t. Vp, where Vp is the forgetful functor w.r.t. 
p: FSP ~ TSP. 
For every ASP-algebra A~Alg(ASP), the CPP-construction of algebras 
constructs an RSP-algebra AR as follows: 
(1) AFi:= Vh,(A)~Alg(FSP) for 1 <<.i<<.n, where Vh~ are forgetful functors 
w.r.t, the parameter passing morphisms hi. 
(2) A vi := A +Ae~ G(AF,)E Alg(VSPi) for 1 ~<i<~ n is the amalgamated sum of 
A and G(AF~) w.r.t. Ari, where G: Alg(FSP)~ AIg(TSP) is the strongly persistent 
free functor. 




(Note that the amalgamated sum Av~ is well defined since p:FSP~TSP 
is a specification embedding and G(AF~)eAlg(TSP) a TSP-algebra satisfying 
Vp(G(AF~)) =AF, for the forgetful functor Vp w.r.t.p.) 
(3) A~ :=~A Av,~Alg(USP) is amalgamated sum. (A U is well defined since 
qi: ASP ~ VSP~, i = 1 .... , n, are specification embeddings and Vq,(A v~) = A, 
i = 1, ..., n, for the forgetful functors Vq~ w.r.t, q~. 
(4) Let USP = (US, <, UF, UE) and PreR = (RS, <, RF, RE) in the CPP- 
diagram. Note that US = RS. We define ~ as the smallest congruence relation on 
C AU satisfying that for every parameter-independent f: w ~ s ~ TF-- FF and 1 ~< i, 
j<~n: 
• k i ( f  a~ if w is empty, 
• ki(fX~(a)..~kj(fAu(b) if w is not empty and a~b for a~dom(ki(f)Au), 
b ~ dom(kj(f)'lu). 
Let ~a]_ = {b~CAU]a~b) for every aeC AU and [sA~]~ = {[a]~ ]a~s ~U} for 
every s ~ RS. 
AR e Alg(Pr ~ R) is constructed from A ~ such that 
s A" := [s A~] ~ for every s ~ RS; 
For every ren(g)e RF with g ~ UF, ren(g) AR is a function defined by gAu 
• d°m(ren(g) AR= U {[d°m(fAu)] ~ ] fe  UF, ren(f)=ren(g)}, and 
• ren(gffR([a] ~)= [ faU(a)]_  if a ~ dom(f AU) and f~  UF with ren(f)= 
ten(g). 
Note that functions ren(g) AR in A R with g=ke( f  e UFfor f~  TF -Fand 1 <~ i<~ n 
have the domains 
d°m(ren( g) A~ = U { [ d°m(kj(f)A~) ] ~ [1 <~ j <. n }. 
Functions ren(ki(f)) AR l<~i<~n, in AR are well defined, since for [a ]~,  
[b]_edorn(ren(k~(f) AR) with aedorn(kg(f)Av), bedom(k~(f)av), l<<.j<<.n, if 
[a ]_  = [b J~,  then a~b,  thus k~(f)AU(b), and 
ren(ki(f)) AR ([a] _) = [k i ( f )  ~v (a)] _ = [k j( f f fv(b)]  ~ = ren(kj(f)) AR ([b] _). 
An (A, TF-  FF)-term is defined to be a term constructed by elements of an ASP- 
algebra A and body function symbols in TF-FF .  An (A, k i (TF-FF)) - term is 
defined to be a term constructed by elements of an ASP-algebra A and value func- 
tion symbols in ki(TF-- FF). 
Because the semantics of the parameterized specification TSP(FSP) is assumed 
to be a free functor, by Lemma 4.3 and by the pushout construction and the con- 
struction of the amalgamated sum, every element of a VSPi-algebra A vi constructed 
as above corresponds to a ki(TE)-equivalent class of (A, ki(TF-FF))-terms. For 
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the same reason, every element of the USP-algebra A v also corresponds to a 
k~( TE)-equivalent class of (A, ki( TF -  FF))-terms. 
Functions in VSP~-algebras A v~ that correspond to parameter-independent body 
function symbols in TF-- FF are independent of actualization and specified only by 
the equations in TE. Therefore, if two functions in A u stem from A v,, respectively, 
and correspond to the same parameter-independent body function symbol, then 
they can be regarded as the instances of the same function. They are given distinct 
function names in USP due to the pushout construction. These distinct function 
names are identified in the pre-result specification PreR. Accordingly, some 
corresponding elements from A v~ and A vj in the USP-algebra A v should also be 
identified in AR. This is what step (4) does. 
Assume that the syntax of a coordinate parameter passing is given by Fig. 17. 
Then the semantics of coordinate parameter passing is a triple (G, P, R), where G is 
the strongly persistent free functor AIg(FSP)---,Alg(TSP), P is a set of ASP- 
algebras P ~_ Alg(ASP), and R is a set of RSP-algebras consisting of all RSP- 
algebras AR constructed from ASP-algebras A ~ P by CPP-construction of algebras. 
The semantics of coordinate parameter passing is called initial if P = {I~se} with 
IAsp being the initial algebra in Alg(ASP). The semantics is called loose if 
P=Alg(ASP). We will prove in the next subsection that in the case of initial 
semantics, R = {IRse} exactly contains the initial algebra IRs~, in Alg(RSP). 
6.4. Correctness 
Intuitively, it is reasonable to expect hat the resulting semantics of coordinate 
parameter passing respects the semantics of each single standard parameter passing. 
This means that the RSP-algebra A R of the result specification RSP should be 
consistent with the VSPi-algebra A v, of each value specification VSP~, 1 ~ i <<. n, in 
the sense that Av~ is the VSP~-part of AR, or more formally, Av~- V(AR) (Av~ and 
V(A•) are isomorphic) for the forgetful functors V: AIg(RSP)~Alg(VSPi) w.r.t. 
g ~ o ren o ext in the CPP-diagram. 
As expected, or construction of algebras atisfies the above condition. This is due 
to the free functor semantics of parameterized specifications and the pushout 
constructions in the CPP-diagram, and due to the fact that every element of the 
USP-algebra Au corresponds to a k~(TE)-equivalent class of (A,k~(TF--FF)- 
terms, i=  1, ..., n. 
THEOREM 6.6 (Correctness I). Let Vrg~: Alg(PreR) ~ AIg(VSP~) be the forgetful 
functors w.r.t, gioren, i=1  ..... n. Then we have Av~ Vrg~(AR), i=l,. . . ,n, in the 
CPP-construetion of algebras. 
Proof By the construction of pushout, the sort set of VSPi for 1 <~ i <~ n can be 
described as 
VSi=ASwki (TS-FS)  with AS~ki(TS-FS)=¢25.  
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By the construction of amalgamated supms, we know that A vl satisfies 
sAVi = s A for every s ~ AS, 
SA~ = Uc(A~ ) for every s = ki(u) with u ~ TS-  FS, 
where A is the given ASP-algebra, G(AF~) is a TSP-algebra constructed in the way 
given before from A by the forgetful functor Vh~ w.r.t, hi, 1 ~< i ~< n, and the strongly 
persistent free functor G: Alg(FSP) ~ Alg(TSP). 
By the above constructions of the USP-algebra Av and the RSP-algebra AR, we 
can assign a mapping m: CAw ~ C AR such that m(a) = [a]  _ for every a ~ C AV~. Since 
is a congruence relation, the restriction of m: C AV, ~ C AR on C AV, ~ C v~i(AR) is a 
VSFi-homomorphism if m: C A~ ~ C AR is injective. 
Let = rE denote the congruence relation on (A, TF-  FF)-terms induced by TE, 
=k,(re) the congruence relation on (A, ki(TF-FF))-terms induced by k~(TE), 
and =~k~(rE) the congruence relation on all (A, ki(TF-FF))-terms, i=1,  ...,n, 
induced by k l (TE)u  ... wk,(TE). By Lemma4.3, we know that every element 
in the carrier C c(AF~) of G(AF,) can be considered as a TE-equivalent class of 
(A, TF-  FF)-terms. By the construction of the amalgamated sum, every element in 
the carrier cA~' of Avi for some 1 ~< i<~n can be considered as a ki(TE)-equivalent 
class of (A, ki(TF--FF))-terms. For the same reason, every element in the carrier 
CAR of A R can be considered as a k~(TE)w ... w k,(TE)-equivalent class of 
(A, k~(TF--FF))-terms for all i=  1, ..., n. 
By definition, m: CA~ ~ C AR is injective if for a, b e CAvJ, a ~ b implies a = b. Let 
~k,(re) denote the smallest congruence relation induced by ~ and ----k~(rE), and 
~k~(rE) the smallest congruence relation induced by ~ and = ~k~(r~)" Then we 
need only to prove that for any (A, kj(TF-FF))-terms u and v, if u ~~k~(fE) Vthen 
u ~kj(rE) V. This is easy since each application of a parameter-independent equation 
ki(e) from k~(TE) (with e ~ TE) in the derivation of u ~k~(rE)V can be replaced by 
an application of the equation kj(e), together with a few steps of ,,~-derivation. |
The algebra A R constructed above is a PreR-algebra in Alg(PreR). AR is also an 
RSP-algebra in Alg(RSP), due to the definition of monotonic subsort extension 
and due to the fact that every element of the USP-algebra A u corresponds to a 
class of (A, ki(TF-FF))-terms for all i=  1 ..... n. 
LEMMA 6.7. In the CPP-construction of algebras, AR is an RSP-algebra in 
Alg(RSP) with A R = Ve(AR) for the forgetful funetor Ve: Alg(RSP) ~ Alg(PreR) 
w.r.t, ext. 
Proof RSP is a monotonic subsort extension of PreR. Let PreR= 
(RS, <, RF, RE). By definition, RSP = (RS, < w <~ w ... w <m, RF, RE), where 
<j, 1 ~<j ~<m, connects only sorts ka(r) and kb(r) for rcTS- -FS,  i <~a, b<~n. We 
need only to prove that if ka(r)<jkb(r) then ka(r)A~_kb(r) ~R. 
By the construction of the USP-algebra A v, every element of A v corresponds to 
a class of (A, ki(TF-FF))-terms, l<~i<<,n. By the construction of A R, every 
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element of AR corresponds to a class of (A, kioren(TF-FF))-terms, i= 1 .... ,n. 
(Note that g~ is inclusion morphisms.) We can prove that kj(r) ARc _ kl(r) AR by an 
induction on the construction of (A, kioren(TF--FF))-terms. For a method to 
construct erms see Subsection 2.1. A~= Ve(AR) is obvious, since AR is both an 
RSP-algebra nd a PreR-algebra. | 
The CPP-construction of algebras preserves the property of initiality. 
THEOREM 6.8. In the CPP-construction of algebras, if the given ASP-algebra A is 
initial in Alg(ASP), then the RSP-algebra AR constructed is also initial in AIg(RSP). 
Proof By Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 5.7, if the given ASP-algebra A is initial in 
Alg(ASP) then the USP-algebra A u is initial in Alg(USP). By the construction of 
the RSP-algebra AR from Au, where ~ is the smallest congruence relation on CAv 
satisfying a,,~b implies that k~(f)aU(a)~ki(f)AV(b) for parameter-independent 
f~ TF -FF ,  and AR is the H-quotient of A u, and by the construction of the 
pre-result-specification PreR from USP, where ren is an identity mapping except 
that ren(ki(f))= ren(kj(f)) for parameter-independent f~  TF--FF, we know that 
AR is initial in Alg(PreR). By Lemma 6.7, A s is initial in Alg(RSP). | 
Another important aspect o correctness of parameter passing is that the RSP- 
algebra A R of the final result specification respects the ASP-algebra A of the actual 
parameter ASP and is compatible with the semantics of parameterized specification. 
We formulate this as a theorem. 
THEOREM 6.9 (Correctness II). Suppose the coordinate parameter passing in 
Fig. 17 has the semantics ( G, P, R). Then the semantics ( G, P, R) is correct in the 
sense that for every ASP-algebra A ~ P and the final RSP-algebra A R ~ R constructed 
from A by CPP-construction of algebras, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Vi(AR)~A, where Vi is the forgetful functor w.r.t, qiog~orenoext: 
ASP ~ RSP, i = 1 ..... n (actual parameter protection). 
(ii) Ui(AR)-~ G(Vh~(A)), where U~ is the forgetful functor w.r.t, kio gio ren o 
ext: ASP ~ RSP, Vhl the forgetful functor w.r.t, h; : FSP --+ ASP, i = 1 ..... n (passing 
compatibility). 
Proof The proof is based on Theorem 6.6 and Lemma 5.5. | 
7. PAREMETER PASSING FOR PARTIALLY ORDER-SORTED SPECIFICATIONS 
A specification with a partially ordered subsort ordering is called partially order- 
sorted. A parameterized specification is called partially order-sorted if its formal 
parameter and target specifications are both partially order-sorted. In this section, 
we fix a coordinate parameter passing as in Fg. 17 with TSP(FSP) and ASP being 
both partially order-sorted. 
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7.1. Partially Order-Sorted Value and United Specifications 
7.1.1. A Counterexample 
The first problem is that the value specifications generated in a coordinate 
parameter passing may not be partially order-sorted in general. As a counter- 
example, take TSP(FSP) with FSP=(FS, <, ~)  and TSP=(TS, <, ~)  such that 
• FS={s,s '} with s<s' ,  and TS={s,s ' , r} w i ths<randr<s ' .  
Take ASP--({a}, <, ~). Let the pameter passing morphism satisfy 
• h(s)=a and h(s')=a. 
Then, as shown in Fig. 20, the value specification VSP= (VS, <, ~)  has the sort 
set 
• VS= {a, r} with a<r and r<a, 
and the induced passing morphism 
• h(s)=a, h(s')=a and h(r)=r. 
The value specification VSP is not partially order-sorted. In fact, in the category 
QOS of quasi-ordered sets, the pushout of two partially ordered sets need not be 
partially ordered. 
One obvious solution to this problem is to force the pushout of sort structures 
to be in the category of partially ordered sets. In the above example, we would 
obtain in a value specification with only one sort, which corresponds to the actual 
sort a and to the body sort r. Qian [-24] followed this direction. This solution 
FIGURE 20 
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is somewhat counterintuitive. For, in this case, as we can imagine for the above 
example, a body sort may be forced to be identified with an actual sort in the value 
specification. 
7.1.2. Parameter Completeness 
We consider another solution to the above problem, which requires that 
parameterized specifications TSP(FSP) with FSP = (FS, <, FF, FE) and TSP = 
(TS, <, TF, TE) satisfy that 
• if r < s in TSP and s e FS, then r e FS. 
Following Poign6 [90], this condition is called parameter completeness. 
The condition of parameter completeness does not seem to be a hindracne in 
practice. For, even if TSP(FSP) has r<s  for s eFS  and re TS -FS ,  no new 
elements can be obtained in the denotation set for s in the actual parameter 
specification from the denotation set for r in the value specification, since 
TSP(FSP) is required to be strongly persistent. Anyway, one may always replace 
such r < s by a monomorphic operator m: r--, s with suitable axioms so that the 
parameterized specification still possesses a strongly persistent free functor (see 
also [22 ] ). 
The following lemma shows the effect of parameter completeness on the pushout 
construction for partially ordered sets in the category of quasi-ordered sets QOS. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let (pl : XI ~ S, ..., pn: X,  ~ S) be the pushout of (gl: O--* X1, ..., 
g~: O ~ X,)  in QOS. Let <~, <~1 .... , <~, <~' be the quasi-orderings in O, X1, ..., X,  
and S, respectively. Assume that O, X1 ..... Xn are partially ordered sets with 0 ~ X i, 
i=2  ..... n, and g~, i=2  ..... n, are inclusion morphisms uch that if y<<,i x in Xi and 
x e O, then y e 0 and y <~ x in O. Then S is also a partially ordered set with X1 ~- S, 
and Pl is an inclusion morphism such that if r <~ s in S and s ~ X1 then r ~ X1 and 
r<~l s in X1. 
(Note that if the inclusion mapping for O_  S is a morphism in QOS, then the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
• i fy~<xinSandxeO,  thenyeOandy~<xinO;  
• O ~ S is an order-embedding, and if y <~ x in S and x e O, then y e O.) 
Proof. By Lemma5.1, we have (p ' l 'Z l~S, . . . ,p 'n :X ,~S)  as a pushout of 
(g~:O-~X1 ..... g, :O~X, )  in QOS with px being an inclusion morphism and 
order-embedding. Let 4 ,  ~< 1 ..... ~< n denote the partial orderings on O, X~, ..., Xn, 
respectively, and ~<' the quasi-ordering in S. We prove that ~<' is partially ordered. 
Assume that s<~' s' and s'~<' s. Then we have a derivation sl <~' ... <~' Sm such 
that s-=sl=sm, s'=si,  and for each k with 1 <~k<~m-1, there is X~ and Xk_l, 
xkeX i with p i (xk_ l )=sk_ l ,  p i (xk)=sk and xk l <~ixk. 
Choose a fragment sk_ 1 <~'Sk <~' Sk+ 1 of the above derivation such that there are 
Xk-1, Xk, yk, Yk+leX i  satisfying p i (xk_ l )=Sk_ l ,  pi(xk)=Sk, pi(Yk)=Sk, 
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pi(yk+1)=Sk+l and Xk_l<<.iXk and Yk~iYk+l. If xk=yk then we just replace 
sk l~<'sg~<'Sk+l by Sk_l<<.'Sk+l. 
If XgVLyk, then i~a 1, and xk, yk~O by pushout properties (otherwise, 
pi(xk)=pi(yk) is not possible). By the given condition, we have yk+l~O and 
Yk ~< Yk+l in O. Thus, gl (Yk) ~<1 gl(Yk+ 1) in Jr1- Since Pl is an inclusion morphism, 
gl(xk)=pi(xk)=pe(yg)=gl(yk)  and gl(yk+l)=pi(y~+l). Thus, there are zk, 
zk + 1 e X1 such that 
• P i (X lc -1 )  = Sk -1 ,  pi(xk) = sk, pl(zk) = sk, pl(zk+l) = Sk+l,  Xk_ 1 ~iXk, 
Zk~l  Zk+l .  
Since ira l, the above condition implies that there are x~_l, x~eX~ and 
zk, zk + 1 ~ Xj such that 
• iCj,  pi(Xk-1)=Sk 1, pi(xk)=Sk, Pj(Zk)=Sk, Pj(Zk+I)=Sk+I, 
Xk l <~iXk, Zk <<.jZk+l. (3) 
Let k range over 1 .... , m-  1. Then we obtain a new derivation, still denoted by 
Sl<<.''-'<<.'S~<<.''''<<.'Sm such that condition (3) holds for each fragment 
Sk_l<<.'Sk<<.'Sk+l. By Lemma5.1, there is okeO such that gi(ok)=Xk and 
&(ok) = zk. Thus we have Pl(gl(ok))=sk, k= 1 ..... m. Since Pl is order embedding, 
g1(ol)<~1 "'" <~i ga(om)=gl(ol). Since X 1 is partially ordered, g1(ol) . . . . .  
ga(om), i.e., Sl . . . . .  Sm, which means hat s = s'. Thus, S is partially ordered. 
Finally, we prove that if r 4 '  s in S and s e X~ then r s Xt. We know that g~, 
i = 2 ..... n, and Pl are inclusion morphisms. Assume that r ~<' s in S such that there 
are x, y~X~ such that pi(x)=x,  p~(y)=r and y<<.ix. Assume that S ~ J~" 1. If i=  1, 
by inclusion morphism Pl, we are done. If iS  1, then by Lemma 5.1 and the 
inclusion morphism gi, xeO and gl(x)=s. By the given condition, ye  O. Thus, 
g l (y )=r~X1 • | 
The following theorem shows that the condition of parameter completeness i  
really the key condition for handling parameter passing for partialy order-sorted 
specifications. 
THEOREM 7.2. Assume that in the CPP-diagram, the parametrized specification 
(FSP, TSP) satisfies the condition of parameter completeness, FSP, TSP, and ASP 
are partially order-sorted specificiations. Then 
(i) each value specification VSPi, l<<.i<.m, is a partially order-sorted 
specification and satisfies the condition of parameter completeness, 
(ii) the united specification USP is a partially order-sorted specification and 
satisfies the condition of parameter completeness, and 
(iii) the pre-result specification PreR is a partially order-sorted specification 
and satisfies the condition of parameter completeness. 
Proof The proofs directly follow Lemma 7.1. | 
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7.2. Coordinate Parameter Passing for Partially Order-Sorted Specifications 
It is obvious that the result specification RSP need not be partially order-sorted 
in general, even if the parameterized specification satisfies the condition of 
parameter completeness and all other specifications in the coordinate parameter 
passing are partially order-sorted. 
Our solution to this problem is to identify the equivalent sorts s and r with s ~< r
and r<<.s. In other words, we build up a quotient [RSP] of specification RSP, 
which is obtained from RSP by replacing its sort set by the quotient of the sort set 
w.r.t, the equivalence relation induced by its quasi-ordering. 
A natural mapping q: SP~ [SP] can be defined by q: S~ [S] and q:F~ [F]  
such that 
• q(s)= [s] for each s e S, and 
• q(f: w~s)=f :  [w] ~ [s] for each f: w~seF ,  
where [SP] is obviously a partially order-sorted specification, and q: SP ~ [SP] a 
specification morphism. 
We extend the CPP-diagram by q: RSP ~ [RSP], where [RSP] is the quotient 
of RSP and q: RSP ~ [RSP] is the corresponding natural mapping. The new 
resulting diagram is called partially order-sorted, which considers only partially 
order-sorted specifications. We fix such a CPP-diagram in the rest of this section. 
Let PreSIG = (RS, <, RF) be the signature of a pre-result-specification with an 
extension base M. Let M= (s0) with su=k~(sj), i= 1, ..., n, TS -FS= {st, s2, ...). 
We say that s < r is restricted in M if each derivation of the form s < ... < r 
contains only sorts in M. 
LEMMA 7.3. (i) I f  S< r is restricted in M, then s<r  is within some value 
specification. 
(ii) I f  Spi < spj, 1 <<. p <<. n, is within some value specification VSPp VSPp and 
restricted in M, then Sq~ < Sqj in PreSIG for each q = 1, ..., n. 
Proof Note that gu, q = 1 ..... n, in the CPP-diagram are inclusion morphisms: 
(i) Let s < r be restricted in M. Then every derivation s < ... < r contains 
only sorts in M. Assume that s<r  in PreSIG with s=kp(s~), s'=kq(sj) and 
kp(si) < kq(sj)  in some VSPh. Then p = h = q, i.e., s < r is within the value specifica- 
tion VSP h. By induction on the length of the derivation s < ..- < r, we know that 
all sorts must be within the value specification VSP h. 
(ii) Since kp(si)<kp(sj) for some l<~p<~n implies that s~<sj in the target 
specification TSP, we have kq(si)  < kq(sj)  for q = 1 ..... n. | 
Intuitively, the above lemma means that in a pre-result-specification PreR, if a 
subsort relation s < r is restricted in the extension base M, then s < r must be within 
some value specification VSPp, 1 <~ p <~ n, since no connection of a subsort relation 
exists between value sorts in different value specifications. Note that no subsort 
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extension has taken place in a pre-result-specification. Furthermore, every 
kp(se)<kp(sj) in some value specification VSPp must be induced by the subsort 
relation s~ < sj in the body TSP-FSP ,  which in turn induces the subsort relation 
kq(s~) < kq(sj) in every value specification VSPq, q = 1, ..., n. 
In order to know which sorts may be identified in [RSP],  we have to know 
which sorts may be made equivalent by the extended subsort ordering of PreR. In 
fact, only a very restricted class of sorts may be made equivalent if TSP(FSP) 
satisfy parameter completeness, and if FSP, TSP, and ASP are partially order- 
sorted: they are just value sorts generated from the same body sort. 
THEOREM 7.4. Assume that in the CPP-diagram, TSP(FSP) is partially order- 
sorted and satisfies the condition of parameter completeness. Suppose ASP  is partially 
order-sorted. Let PreSIG = (RS, <, RF) be the signature of  the pre-result-specifica- 
tion PreR with M being the extension base of PreR. Then every subsort extension 
RSIG = (RS, < ', RF) of PreSIG satisfies that 
• if s <~' r and r <<.' s with s ~ r, then s and r are in M and from the same body 
sort, where <~' is the smallest quasi-ordering containing < '. 
Proof Assume that s<<.'r and r~<'s. Then we have a derivation s<' . . .  < '  
r< ' . . .  < '  s. Obviously, this derivation must contain some value sorts from M; 
otherwise all the sorts are actual sorts, and thus the actual specification is not 
partially order-sorted. 
Furthermore, we claim that the derivation is restricted in M. For, if there exist 
actual sorts in the derivation, then we can always find a fragment s' < '  r' in the 
derivation such that s' is a value sort and r' is an actual sort, and therefore s' < '  r' 
exists in PreSIG, i.e., PreSIG does not satisfy the condition of parameter complete- 
ness. 
Since any two sorts that are in M and related under the subsort ordering in 
PreSIG must be in the same value specification and since a subsort extension can 
only be made between sorts generated from the same body sort, the derivation 
s<' . . .  < ' r< ' - - -  < 's  is of form 
S~U 1 ~t  i) 1 ~p U2~t . . .  ~t  Um~t Vr n~S,  
where u i< '  vi, i= 1, ...,m, are obtained by the subsort extension, and v i<'  ui+l, 
i= 1 .... ,m, exist in PreSIG. Assume that for each 1 ~<i<<.m, r~ is a body sort 
TS- -FS  such that u~=k(r~) and vi=k'(r i )  for k, k' ~ {k, ..... kn}. Since re<'  Ui+l, 
i=  1, ..., m, are restricted in M, then by Lemma 7.3, we have r, <r2<- - -<r  m 
in TSP. Since u~=s=vm,  r l=r  m. Since TSP is paertially order-sorted, 
rl = r2 . . . . .  r m. Thus, v = ui+ 1. Since all uz < '  vz, i = 1, ..., m, are generated from 
one body sort, s and r are in M and from the same body sort. | 
One can see that the quotient construction of specification is safe in that only 
value sorts generated from the same body sort may be identified. In particular, the 
actual parameter is not affected. 
571/49/3-17 
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spec [NATL IST I _2]  is 
NATINT  + 
sorts NelList,  Ilist 
opns nil: ~ IList 
cons: [nt × IList ~ NelL ist  
head: NelL ist  ~ Int 
tail: NelL ist  --* IList 
eqns I: Int, IL: IList 
head(cons(l, I L  ) ) = I 
tail(cons(l, IL))  = IL  
FIGURE 21 
As a by-product, our partially order-sorted CPP-diagram gives a new semantics 
of duplicate actualizations of parameterized specifications whose body function 
symbols are all parameter-independent: arbitrarily many actualizations of such a 
parameterized specification w.r.t, the same actual parameter and the same 
parameter passing morphism produce the same result as only one actualization 
does. 
For example, consider the parameterized specification COPMLIST(ELEM) and 
the actual parameter specification NATINT given at the beginning of the previous 
section, and the parameter passing morphisms hl, h2 :ELEM~NATINT  with 
h~(Elem) =h2(Elem)= Int. By partialy order-sorted coordinate parameter passing, 
the result specification [COMPINTLISTI_2] may be obtained as in Fig. 21. In 
fact, [COMPINTLISTI 2] is (isomorphic to) the result of any actualization of 
COMPLIST(hi), i= 1, 2. 
A notion of partially order-sorted CPP-construction of algebras is defined as the 
extension of CPP-construction of algebras with the following step so that an 
[ RSP]-algebra A E R1 can be constructed for a given ASP-algebra A c Alg(ASP): 
(5) The final [RSP]-algebra A ERl ~ Alg([RSP]) is constructed from AR such 
that 
• [S]AER~=S AR for every s~RS, and 
• fAE,1 =fAR for everyfe  RF. 
The semantics for partially order-sorted coordinate parameter passing can be 
demfined in an analogous way as before. The results of initiality and correctness 
can be proved analogously as well. 
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
In this paper we have investigated the parameterized specification and parameter 
passing for specifications in the sense of Smolka, Nutt, Goguen, and Meseguer 
[26] by extending the approach by Burstall and Goguen [3, 4], Ehrich [6], Ehrig, 
Kreowski, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright [7]. A notion of parameter passing, 
called coordinate parameter passing, has been introduced and its semantics has 
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been studied. The parameterized specification in a coordinate parameter passing is 
required to satisfy conditions of specification embedding and parameter complete- 
ness. These restrictions do not seem to be any hindrance in practice. 
The results may be useful in designing languages for program developments (cf., 
e.g., [20]), and in giving a formal semantics for a parameterization mechanism in 
specification languages based on order-sorted algebra, e.g., OBJ3 [19, 13]. 
The kind of parameter passing we have considered here is unparameterized in the 
sense that actual parameter specifications themselves are not parameterized 
specifications. As a future direction, one may generalize the unparameterized 
notions here to parameterized cases. 
Other possible future directions are to reconsider the concept of modules 
introduced in the context of many-sorted specifications (cf., e.g., [1]) for order- 
sorted algebraic specifications, the concept of implementation for order-sorted 
parameterized specifications (cf., e.g., [10]) and inductive proofs in order-sorted 
parameterized specifications (cf., e.g., [21]). 
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